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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACT AND POTENTIAL ROLE OF MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN
ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY IN LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES
by Charles V. Atencio
This thesis aims to assess the activities and influence of automotive multinational
corporations (MNCs) in developing countries as it relates to the concept of "total
sustainability" within three countries: Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. It is an innovative
perspective of the systemic sustainability issues incorporated in corporate strategy,
industrial policy, worker representation, and the environmental protection.
Research has focused on collecting information from journals, industry
publications, and studies by international organization, on the interplay between
government policy and automotive MNC activity. Focus of attention has been paid to
influences on the "Pillars of Sustainability", described by Professor Nicholas Ashford,
that encompass sustainable development: Environment, Economy, and Employment.
Analysis of the observations and industry/policy trends has used the Ashford
framework, which focuses on both the above mentioned factors of total sustainability
and the many processes that interconnect their states. Attention is also paid to
emergent complex system behavior and associated risks and opportunities.
Conclusions and Recommendations are focused on systemic views of the
challenges posed by automotive industry activity on the nations studied and policy
recommendations on how to possibly both capture economic benefit, but also further
sustainable development efforts.
Suggested future research topics associated with this thesis would encompass
the analysis of different industries, entrepreneurial enterprises, industrial policies,
technologies and policies, or the development of associated System Dynamics models.
Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas Ashford
Title:

Professor of Technology and Policy
Director, MIT Technology and Law Program
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it."
George Santayana

Latin America has collectively faced a number of crises since the end of World War II.
Social and financial inequality, rampant between social groups and between nations
throughout the region, has led to a series of destructive self-perpetuating feedback
loops of financial and economic collapses, social unrest, military coup d'6tats, and
progressive isolation from many of the benefits of a modern, developed, and
increasingly globalized world. How can this vicious cycle be slowed and turned around?
Most assuredly the "nations of the South" continue to face many of the same difficulties
that existed 50 years ago. A continued failing exists in the national development of even
the most successful nations in the region. Brazil, now a major exporter of steel
throughout Latin America as it still struggles with the prevalence of forced labor in their
product value chain. Mexico, now a center of manufacturing and trade as a major
participatory member of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), still faces
most of the basic challenges of a developing nation, the ability to support the livelihood
and health for all of its workers. Argentina, whose capital, Buenos Aires, was once
known as the Paris of Latin America, has been struggling through a series of economic
difficulties in the past 15 years that have removed much of the glamour the nation had
for some foreign investors.

The MNC as a Focus of Study

An intriguing question that this thesis endeavors to investigate is how does the multi
national corporation (MNC) affect the sustainable development of a Latin American
country. Ever-present entities in most Latin American countries, MNCs are capable
transnational organizations in which:

"Their ability to tap financial, physical, and human resources around the world
and to combine them in economically feasible and commercially profitable
activities, their capacity to develop new technology and skills, and their
productive and managerial ability to translate resources into specific outputs
have proven to be outstanding."'

While the MNCs offer a wealth of potential resources that may benefit a developing
nation, there is often a potential conflict of interest between the MNC business strategy
and a nation's development needs:
"The divergence in objectives ... compounded by social and cultural factors,

often creates tensions. Multinational corporations, through the variety of options
available to them, can encroach at times upon national sovereignty by
undermining the ability of nation-states to pursue their national and international
objectives. Moreover, there are conflicts of interest regarding participation in
decision making and the equitable division of benefits between multinational
corporations and host as well as home countries. , 2

Thus the challenge for the developing nation-state in dealing with MNCs is in
addressing the delicate balance between their potential to accelerate national
development while mitigating the risk that development would be undermined by the
MNC corporate strategy. A systemic approach to this challenge must be undertaken
whereby:
"... a practical ... solution is required in which the political entities, differing widely

in endowment, whether by accident or design, can cooperate to reconcile their
conflicting interests, harmonize their policies for their mutual benefit, and achieve
a greater measure of international distributive justice." 3

By investigating MNC impact on sustainable development, this thesis shall also serve
by implication as a commentary on the net effectiveness of a variety of policies
proposed by different Latin American states.

United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Multinational Corporations in World Development
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1974). pp. xii.
1

2

lbid. pp.
xiii.

3

Ibid. pp. xiii.

The Uniqueness of the Automotive MNC for the Investigation
The automobile industry was chosen as the focus of the investigative effort not only due
to the fact that various automotive MNCs have been operating in Latin America for the
past ninety years, but also they present a unique combination of physical, financial,
technological, and organizational assets that are a double-edged sword. These assets
may be leveraged towards sustainable development or when unmanaged may derail an
native economy and workforce into dependence and potentially compromise its
ecosystem.
Inthe twentieth century, automotive manufacturers have served as the venue for the
introduction of new fabrication processes, operations management methodologies, and
revolutionary quality and organizational frameworks. Have these various developments
in automobile manufacture transcended the MNC and positively impact Latin America?
What price has Latin America paid to host the MNC? These questions are the foci of
this thesis.

Introduction to Automotive MNC Activity in Latin America
This thesis is focused on assessing automotive MNC activity in the three nations where
they have consistently held the most influence: Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. Ford
Motor Company, in order to have access to the limited, but growing market in several of
these countries, established assembly plants in Argentina (1916), Brazil (1924), and
Mexico (1925).4 Other corporations followed shortly thereafter, establishing firm
footholds in these three nations. As can be seen in Figure 1,since the 1950s, the level
of automobile manufacture has expanded greatly in these three countries.

4John P. Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile Industry (London: M.E. Sharpe,
1998). pp. 3.
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Figure 1 - Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico Total Automobile Production - 1950-2008
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There have been four general periods of production in the Latin American automobile
industry since the 1930s:
1. 1930s to early 1960s - Import Substitution Industrialization (IS)
In the automotive industry, the most significant scale economies existed in the
various processes that preceded final assembly.6 MVNCs were incentivized by

s John P. Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile industry (London: M.E. Sharpe,
1998).

6

pp.

6.

Rhys Owen Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1977). pp. 49.
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import tariffs on assembled vehicles to establish domestic automobile assembly
plants in various Latin American nations.
Later expansion of the ISI model of MNC activity towards domestic production in
the 1950s reflected the implications made by the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis that
a nation's economic longevity was grounded in its ability to establish domestic
manufacturing.7 As head of the Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA)
in the 1950s and head of the United Nations Conference of Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) in the 1960s, Ra61 Prebisch became a major proponent
of ISI policies as a vehicle to address the structural economic challenges in Latin
America.
2. Late 1960s to early 1980s - Rapid National Industrialization5
Latin American nations pursue various policies by which to balance multinational
corporation activity and domestic industrialization, leading to an abandonment of
the original ISI model of earlier years in favor of an increasingly open market for
domestically produced and imported vehicles.
3. 1980s to 1990s - Economic Debt Crisis and Liberalization5
The protectionist market of the previous thirty years of ISI production lead to an
economic crisis in which the domestic industry is forced to readjust to the
international global market.
4. 1990s and 2000s - Regionalization and Globalization8
The formation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the
MERCOSUR South American common market lead to increased MNC interaction
John Toye and Richard Toye, "The Origins and Interpretation of the Prebisch-Singer Thesis," History of Political
Economy 35.3 (2003): 437-467.
8 Ana Maria Catalano and Marta S.Novick, "The Argentine Automotive Industry: Redefining Production Strategies,
Markets, and Labor Relations," John P. Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile
Industry (London: M.E. Sharpe, 1998). pp. 55.

with Latin American nations as part of a region, leading to increased benefits and
risks to the developing nations under study.

CHAPTER 2 - SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORKS

National policy and business strategy has all too often been based on a superficial
understanding of the dynamics that influence national competitiveness. An approach to
policy that addresses sustainable national competitiveness must encompass a systemic
view of the structure and processes that occur in the local, national, regional, and global
level. Inorder to be effective, development strategies must adopt a holistic framework
that encompasses the complex trans-disciplinary approach that allows a systemic view
of the issues affecting national competitiveness and sustainability, generating better
comprehensive technological, sociological, economic, political, and legal solutions.
The inherent relativism in this analysis and its solutions, once denied, is now being
acknowledged throughout the fragmentary literature on the subject. Professor Dani
Rodrik, the Rafiq Hariri Professor of International Political Economy at the John F.
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, originally supported the
Washington Consensus' prescriptive approach to economic development for the third
world. However, Rodrik now holds a revised view not only on the nature of national
development, but on the means by which it must be assessed:
"... the region that has made the most determined effort at remaking itself in the image

of" the Washington Consensus ", namely Latin America, has reaped so little growth
benefit out of it. Countries such as Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Bolivia, and
Peru did more liberalization, deregulation, and privatization in the course of a few years
than East Asian countries have done in four decades." 1
"'Akey theme in these works, as well as in the present analysis, is that growth-promoting
policies tend to be context specific. We are able to make only a limited number of
generalizations on the effects of" policies "... An alternative approach... is to shift our

focus to a higher level of generality and to examine the broad design principles of
successful growth strategies. This entails zooming away from the individual building
blocks and concentrating on how they are put together." 2

2

Dani Rodrik, One Economics, Many Recipies (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007). pp. 20.
Ibid. pp. 15.

Rodrik's conclusion is not revolutionary. It echoes an observation made by AustroHungarian economist Joseph Alois Schumpeter in 1954 when he stated:
"Since we are dealing with and organic process, analysis of what happens in any
particular part of it - say, in an individual concern or industry - may indeed clarify details
of mechanisms but is inconclusive beyond that. Every piece of business strategy
acquires its true significance only against the background of that process and within the
situation created by it. "3

While Rodrik proposes a broader perspective in analyzing national development, its
focus remains on economic measures. His framework does not assess whether or not
the development strategy is sustainable outside of the economic domain.
There are several analogous concepts to the above that have been presented in the
literature. One of the most relevant for our purposes is Raphael Kaplinsky's framework
based on the theory of rent, leveraging the relative scarcity of different resources to
create a comparative advantage in the marketplace and maintain a sustainable
income.4 However, this framework is very much grounded in purely economic issues,
and tends to ignore the multiple influences on sustainable development.
Professor Nicholas Ashford of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology presents a
holistic framework that addresses the key factors to achieving total sustainability.
Ashford's framework is focused on three core pillars that must all be met to ensure
sustainable national development and are illustrated in Figure 2: Economic
Development, Quality, Meaningfulness and Rewards of Employment, and
Environmental Protection. When these three key factors are used to assess many
government policies and corporate strategies, it becomes quite evident that they are
often myopic in their perspective and address only one, or possibly two of these core
issues at any one time.

3 Rhys

Owen Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1977). pp. 9.

4 Raphael Kaplinsky, Globalization, Poverty, and Inequality (Malden: Polity Press, 2005). pp. 53.

......

...
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Figure 2 - Nicholas Ashford "Three Pillars of Sustainability" Framework
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Source: (Ashford, Technology, Gobalization, and Sustainable Development Lecture), presentation slide 30.

Expanding beyond the economic realm, Ashford proposes a series of factor
endowments that affect a nation-state's competitiveness:5
- Land
- Material resources (natural and physical capital)
- Energy
- Labor capable of performing physical work
- Know-how (intellectual human capital)
- Developed systems that foster innovation
- Built capital inthe form of infrastructure
- Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
- Human physical and mental health
s Nicholas A.Ashford and R.P. Hall, Technology, Globalization, and Sustainable Development (Working Draft,
2009).

-

Ecological health
Structural capital in the form of knowledge and processes in organizations
Networks among organizations, people, and entrepreneurs
Social capital in the form of knowledge held by consumers and citizens

Several sources in the literature that some of the most valuable and factor endowments
that can be provided by MNCs through activities in developing countries are the
introduction of more advanced technologies and processes. This would be in agreement
with Schumpeter's theory that the business cycle tends to reach steady-state
equilibrium without technological innovation. Thus, technological innovation becomes
"the engine of growth" for the business cycle. Current trends of growth through
increased globalization of commerce are challenging this innovation-focused
Schumpeterian view, adding trade to innovation as separate driving forces of economic
growth.
Technology transfer from MNCs could be an important source of a positive influence on
sustainable development. The United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry has
studied the different natures of technology transfer that can occur between
organizations, summarized in Table 16
Table 1 - Technology Transfer Types - UK Department of Trade and Industry
PERSPECTIVE

EXAMPLES

Substance

Technical information about products
Manufacturing procedures
Management methodologies
Outcomes
Physical transfer of a technological product to a recipient that would otherwise not be able to
research or produce
Design transfer which allows a recipient to manufacture products that incorporate the
technology
Capacity transfer of the overall organizational, design, and manufacturing systems to a
recipient
Accessibility
Diffusion involving standardized and openly available technology
Transfer involving technology that is controlled by a degree of monopolization
Direction
Vertical transfers between research and product development
Horizontal transfers among different locations, institutions, and nations
Source: (Clement, Bachtler and Downes), pp. 10.

6 Keith

Clement, et al., Regional Policy and Technology Transfer: A Cross-National Perspective Industry,
HMSO
(1995: Crown, 1995).

An effort will be made in Chapter 6 to identify how these types of technology transfer, to
the extent that they exist from interactions with automotive MNCs, are influencing
sustainable development.

(This page is intentionally left blank)

CHAPTER 3 - AUTOMOTIVE MNC INFLUENCE FOR TOTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN
ARGENTINA

This chapter aims to present collected evidence and observations from a variety of
sources to determine how automotive MNCs have impacted different aspects of pillars
of sustainability in Argentina as initially presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Evaluation
of these impacts in Argentina and comparison with other Latin American countries
studied in the region, Brazil and Mexico, shall be made in Chapter 6. Background of the
industry evolution since its inception in the country is provided in Appendix 1.

ENVIRONMENT

Protection of Natural Resources and Control of Toxicity
Lithium - A Natural Resource for Revenue or an Invitation to Ecological Contamination?
One key component in current battery technology for future electric vehicles is the
metal, lithium. Argentina alone accounts for 9.13% of global lithium production and
holds 2 million tons out of an estimated 6.2 million tons of global reserve of the metal.
These tremendous reserves of lithium, a critical material for current and future
technologies, positions Argentina as a key global supplier to high-technology battery
industries.
Lithium Ion batteries are currently being developed for use by General Motors in the
Chevrolet Volt and Toyota in future plug-in electric vehicles. In order to secure future
access to the metal, Japanese Toyota supplier Toyota Tsusho Corp. and Australian
mining company Orocobre Ltd. have formed a joint partnership to begin lithium mining

23

at the Salar de Olaroz mine in Argentina by 2012.1 No ownership of the joint venture
has been shared with the Argentine government or any Argentine domestic companies.
The potential economic benefits of becoming a major supplier of lithium to industry may
be counterbalanced by the ecological hazards in mining and processing the metal.
While the MERCOSUR free trade agreement briefly mentions preservation of the
environment as a "goal", it does not present any environmental guidelines or side
agreements for signatory nations to follow. 2 While runoff from mining operations have
often contaminated the surrounding ecosystem,
"...lithium mining, as observed in countries with deposits like Chile, Argentina
and China, seems to be less hazardous than other kinds of mineral extraction.
'Lithium could be one of the least contaminating mining processes', says Marco
Octavio Rivera of Bolivia's Environmental Defense League, although he notes
that prolonged exposure to lithium can cause nervous system disorders. '"

Handling processed lithium presents more immediate health dangers than mining
unprocessed ore. Early solvents used in lithium battery manufacturing were highly toxic
to human health and included thionyl chloride, acetonitrile, and sulfur dioxide. Current
lithium battery production uses solvent systems, such as carbonates, glymes, lactones,
and furans, that are more stable toward lithium metal and pose a reduced threat to
workers. 4 Positive electrode and electrolyte chemicals currently used in non-aqueous
lithium batteries all have some level of toxicity for the factory worker, with the worst case
of Lithium hexafluoroarsenate, which is a neurotoxin and carcinogen.5

Associated Press, The Next Oil? Lithium Could Be The Next Precious Resource, 2010, 23-January, 2010, 5-April
<http://autos.aol.com/article/ithium-resource/>.
2 Karin Ranta, "Balancing Hardrock Mining and the Environment," Colorado Journal of International Law and Policy
(1995): 423-443. pp. 440.
3 Jean Friedman-Rudovsky, For Lithium Car Batteries, Bolivia is in the Driver's Seat 22 January 2009, 9 April 2010
<http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1872561-1,00.html>.
4 Melecita M. Archuleta, "Toxicity of Materials Used in the Manufacture of Lithium Batteries," Journal of Power
Sources 54 (1995): 138-142. pp. 138-139.
s Ibid. pp. 140-141.
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Trade Balance
New Motor Vehicle Trade Balance
A clear distinction that can be made between MNC assembly plant activity and
production plant activity is that the former mainly addresses the domestic market of the
country where it is established, while the latter often evolves to become part of an MNC
corporate strategy that addresses economic benefits of broader regional operations and
trade. The economic un-sustainability of simple assembly operations in Latin American
countries has been made more apparent since 2004 by the closure of all remaining
automobile assembly plants in Peru and Chile. It must be noted, as observed in the
historical activities described in the appendices, that this shift from assembly to
production is typically not instigated by the corporations, but by forceful government
regulation that is also mindful of the incentives for MNC activity.
Table 2 - World Trade in New Motor Vehicles - 2004
TRADE BALANCE

IMPORTS

COUNTRY

EXPORTS

Car

Truck/Bus

Car

Truck/Bus

Argentina

-

-

149,236

91,011

Brazil
Mexico

485,398
421,010

160,524
683,380

134,274
341,957

Chile
Colombia

-

-

-

-

Peru

-

-

Venezuela

-

76,652
84,574
4,841
32,943

Car

Truck/Bus

28,129
159,432

351,124
79,053

132,395
523,948

72,760
36,620

-

6,328

-

30,195

-

-

Source: (Overseas Automotive Council), 75"' Edition, pp. 48-53.

Table 3 - Automotive Import/Exports Trade Share
Country

Percent Share of World Automotive
Imports
1980

1990

2000

Argentina
Brazil
0.3%
0.2%
0.7%
Mexico
1.8%
0.3%
3.4%
Source: (World Trade Organization), pp. 101.

Percent Share of World Automotive
Exports

2007

1980

1990

2000

2007

0.7%
2.5%

0.1%
1.1%
0.3%

0.1%
0.6%
1.4%

0.4%
0.8%
5.3%

0.5%
1.1%
3.8%
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Automobile Parts Trade Balance
A shift from assembly of pre-fabricated parts to the domestic production of
subassemblies and entire motor vehicles requires the development of an entire
business ecosystem of automotive part supplierlmanufacturers. The automotive industry
value chain, coupled with the lean manufacturing processes, requires a close
collaboration between the automobile manufacturer and these suppliers. There was a
delay in the advent of domestic automotive part suppliers in Argentina due to the need
for domestic manufacturing processes to mature to a level of quality and scale useable
to the industry.
Table 4 shows that the three remaining Latin American nations with automobile
production facilities, Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, have all achieved an automotive
parts trade balance in their favor with respect to the United States. It must be noted that
this positive balance is a relatively recent phenomenon for Argentina, importing more
American automotive parts than it exported until 2001. This positive trade balance in
auto parts with the United States indicates that there is a positive flow of capital into
Argentina from the trade in this class of product, which could be used towards either
further industrial development in the industry, or diversification into related or unrelated
industries.

Table 4 - U.S. Automotive Parts Trade Balance - 1999-2005 (Millions of Dollars)
COUNTRY

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Argentina
Brazil
Mexico

57
-905
-7,496

49
-847
-6,104

-120
-510
-6,170

-186
-821
-8,744

-92
-995
-10,696

-46
-1,145
-11,800

-14
-1,471
-13,503

57
52
29
-23

59
89
26
202

87
89
48
412

50
58
Chile
73
63
Colombia
19
33
Peru
302
183
Venezuela
Source: (Overseas Automotive Council), 75t'

69
46
56
66
19
23
138
436
Edition, pp. 12-13.

Additionally, a positive trade balance of automotive parts with respect to the United
States also indicates that automotive parts manufactured in Argentina, Brazil, and
Mexico have reached a level of quality acceptable to the world market.

Automotive Activitiesin The MERCOSUR Common Market
The 1991 formation of the Southern Common Market, Mercado Comon del Sur
(MERCOSUR), continues to present opportunities for greater automotive MNC influence
in the development of a broad regional supply chain. From 1997 to 2000, a series of
bilateral automotive agreements were established among the MERCOSUR nations of
Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay, leading to the establishment of a Common Automotive
Regime. The most significant bilateral automotive agreements was between Brazil and
Argentina, both of whom had well established domestic automotive production
industries before the formation of MERCOSUR. The most important elements of the
agreement were:6
- Free trade of finished vehicles between automotive firms
- Free entry of Brazilian after-market parts into Argentina
- Brazilian parts were recognized as domestically manufactured parts in Argentina
provided that they do not exceed the value of Argentina's parts exports. If so, the
parts are considered 40% imported
- Argentina compensation from exports was calculated with a corrective factor of
1.2
- Minimum local content of 60%
- 35% external tariff on manufactured vehicles
0 60% external tariff of automotive parts
While the bilateral agreement is not completely symmetric between both nations, it does
invite automotive MNCs to view activities in both nations jointly, contributing to their

6

(Ciravegna), pp. 9.
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overall corporate strategy. The potential for additional automotive MNC activity is being
noticed in the industry:
"As it is 30% cheaper to produce vehicles in Argentina than in Brazil, that country
is becoming an attractive alternative for auto makers looking for regional
7
supply."

Direct Investment in Automotive Production
There is evidence of additional investment by automotive MNCs in Argentina domestic
operations in recent years:
- InAugust 2007, Ford Motor Company announced that they will invest
US$156.5M in the production of a new line of cars and pick-up trucks for the
Latin American market. The announcement indicated that the production
expansion would occur at their current plant in the Buenos Aires suburb of
Pacheco.8
- A series of investments in Argentina production were also announced by the
Brazilian subsidiary of Fiat, Fiat Autom6veis, in August 2007:9
- 643M investment to transfer production of Siena sedan to C6rdoba, in
order to proceed with production plans of a newly-revised, Brazilian-built
Latin American variant of the Grande Punto hatchback in Betim, Brazil.
- C36M investment to increase production of gearboxes and components
for PSA Peugeot Citrosn cars within their C6rdoba plant complex.

Gerson Lehrman Group, Brazil's Record-Breaking Automobile Demand: Can Supply Keep Pace? 13 September
2007, 10 April 2010 <http://www.gigroup.com/News/Brazils-Record-Breaking-Automobile-Demand--Can-SupplyKeep-Pace--16595.html>.
8 Reuters, Ford to invest $156.5 mln in Argentina, 2007; 9-August, 2010, 7-April
<http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN0927163720070810>.
9AutomotiveWorld.com, Argentina and Brazil: Fiat Grande Punto assembly starts and investment plans
announced 2007, 13-August, 2010, 7-April <http://www.automotiveworld.com/news/emerging-markets/62749argentina-and-brazil-fiat-grande-punto-assembly-starts-and-investment-plans-announced>.

-

e56M investment to begin production of pick-up trucks based on a Tata
Motors platform.

Honda is planning to invest US$1 OM to construct a factory in Argentina for
production of a new line of vehicles for distribution to Argentina, Brazil and
Mexico.10

EMPLOYMENT
Employment in Industry
The amount of jobs provided by automotive MNCs and even their suppliers is a small
fraction of the total labor market of the nation. Argentina has a total population of 26.0
million individuals of working age (15-64 years), accounting for 63.5% of the total
national population." The urban labor force is estimated as consisting of 16.54 million
individuals. Automotive MNCs alone provide only 20,000 jobs to Argentina,
accounting for only 1.2% of the urban labor market. Additional employment is gained
from the creation of the auto parts industry that supports the manufacturers, estimated
at 62,000 jobs.14 However, the combined labor force of 82,000 between production and
auto parts supply still accounts for only 5.0% of the total urban labor market.

Table 5 - Argentina Employment, Wages and Related Indicators - 2000 and 2002
ISIC

No. Persons
Engaged

Code
Manufacture of motor vehicles
Manufacture of bodies
(
acor f moile
s

3410
3420

2000
2002
16,550 11,311
3,932

2,602

Share of Wages
in Value Added

Wages per
Employee

(%)

(USD)

2000
2002
2000 2002
62%
32% $24,665 $8,543

Share of Total
Manufacuring

Employment (%)
2000
2002
2.10% 1.70%

56%

84% $8,397 $2,509

0.50%

0.40%

62%
20,753 18,853
3430
accessoriture ofmotor vehicles
Source: United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

31% $14,704 $5,299

2.70%

2.80%

(coachwork) for motor vehiclesI

10

14

I

(Gerson Lehrman Group), September 13, 2007.
(CIA World Factbook), Argentina.
(CIA World Factbook), Argentina.
(Argentina Investment Development Agency), pp. 5.
(Argentina Investment Development Agency), pp.
5.
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Quality of Employment
The adoption of lean manufacturing by automotive MNCs, with its focus on training
across multiple tasks and the Japanese concept of kaizen, continuous improvement,
has positively impacted the quality of work within many automotive MNCs. Lean
manufacturing does have potential drawbacks for the level and income of workers. As
part of the empowerment and leveling of teams to support kaizen, GM's plant in Rosario
has only one salary classification for the entire plant, which includes engine and
stamping plants among other operations. 15 This leveling of pay scale does eliminate or
reduce the possibility of economic advancement of the autoworker with an increase in
skills, hindering economic advancement and mobility.

Worker Health and Safety
Hydro Extrusion Americas in Argentina
Hydro Extrusion Americas, a subsidiary of Norsk Hydro, provides extruded aluminum
parts to automotive manufacturers. According to a company statement, extrusion plant
workers in Argentina have successfully avoided worker accidents for over 900 days,
over 100 days longer than the Hydro plant in Kalamazoo, Michigan.16

Union Relations
Instability in C6rdoba in 1969
In May 1969, an urban insurrection, known today as the Cordobazo, arose in the
industrial city of C6rdoba, a major location of automobile multinational production
activity. Automobile workers, considered to be some of the most well paid, privileged

Larry Luxner, Detroit Invests Heavily in Argentina Auto Sector 1998 Amn February, Area Development, 2010 Ann
10-April <http://www.luxner.com/cgi-bin/viewarticle.cgi?articlelD=603>., February 1998.
Nosk Hydro, Hydro takes a stand on safety - Hydro Internet, 12 April 2010, 22 April 2010
<http://www.hydro.com/en/Subsites/North-America/Resouce-center/Pressroom/News-and-pressreleases/Archive/2010/April/Hydro-takes-a-stand-on-safety-/>.
is

workers in the country, initially led these riots. Popular belief of the event, molded by
union activist views of the later 1970s, is that the protest was the direct result of the
treatment of the working class by automobile manufacturers. According to an
assessment of the sociopolitical background of the event and first-hand witnesses, this
belief is a fallacy.
While automotive MNC activity was not a direct cause of the Cordobazo, they were a
contributing factor to the instability that existed between the decentralized union
structures it had pioneered in the country and the authoritarian government led by
General Juan Carlos Ongania. Traditional Argentine industrial relations consist of a
tripartite arrangement of national government, centralized industrial representatives, and
centralized national unions representing individual trades. Automotive companies led in
establishing unions that were cross-disciplinary, focusing on the automotive industry
when they began domestic automotive production in the 1950s. This shift in union focus
from trade-focus to industry-focus organization and activity disrupted the stable tripartite
order.
As C6rdoba became a focus of automobile production, it also became the focus of the
autoworkers union, Sindicato de Mecanicos y Afines del Transporte Automotor

(SMA TA). As a union that acted de facto independently from central authority in Buenos
Aires, SMATA fostered more democratic participation among its members. These union
members, allied with the policies of the Per6n government of the 1950s, were militant
towards the centralized policies of the Ongania government. This tension reached a
breaking point in May 1969 in the Cordobazo. However, according to primary accounts,
most participants of the march were not autoworkers.
"In C6rdoba, the columns that marched to the were mainly workers... my own
barrio was comprised mainly of peer workers, not workers from IKA-Renault or
EPEC but construction workers, garage mechanics, handymen, and domestic

servants. Even so, they went to the city center, maybe just as spectators but they
went"17

It seems conclusive that the primary cause of the SMATA union militancy was not due
to actions by the automotive MNCs, but because of festering political divisions lingering
from a series of coup d'6tats: against the Per6n government in 1955 and a second
against President Illia in 1966.18 It could be argued that automotive MNCs inadvertently
assisted in empowering the members of the SMATA union against centralized
government.

Auto Worker Perspectives of Multinationalsand Government
A stereotyped view of the opposition of workers to employers ignores the fact that
"...workers rarely struggle for purely class goals but rather pursue interests that
include a mixture of more immediate concerns including the desire for property,
cultural access, income distribution, nationalism, and freedom from
oppression." 9

Argentine autoworkers are unique compared to their peers throughout Latin America in
their apparent docility towards their multinational employers. According to a series of indepth interviews of laborers and employees from a broad spectrum of industries,
autoworkers tended to be politically moderate conservatives.2 0 Most autoworkers also
considered themselves to be part of the middle class because of their comparatively
high wage structure. 2 1 Thus, they normally have no major grievances against their
multinational employers. When asked about the importance of class conflict in his
nation, an autoworker stated:
"No real class conflict exists; it depends on one's worth and will power.'

1 James T. Brennan and Monica B. Gordillo, "Working Class Protest, Popular Revolt, and Urban Insurrection in

Argentina: The 1969 "Cordobazo"," Journal of Social History 27.3 (1994): 477-498. pp. 493.
18 Ibid.

pp. 478.

Peter Ranis, "The Contradictions of Class and Ideology Among Argentine Laborers and Employees," Studies in
Comparative International Development 26.4 (1991-1992): 3-26. pp. 23.
19

20

Ibid. pp. 7.

Ibid. pp. 7.
22

Ibid. pp. 12.
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This view is reflective not only of political leanings and relative income and status in
society, but also due to the company-specific union relationships that exist within the
country. On the whole, Argentine workers are supportive of technological development
through the partnership of the national government and foreign investors.
On the other hand, Argentine autoworkers' sentiments towards government and
domestic employers stand in stark contrast compared to their attitude towards
multinationals. Workers have expressed concerns about the social system status quo,
but hold the state as responsible for ensuring social justice and the improvement of
working conditions. They hold a distrust of the Argentine businessman, his treatment of
workers, and the long-term potential of his enterprises.
Worker docility towards automotive MNCs continues to this day. The only notable
worker strikes that have impacted these MNCs in the past ten years have been nation
wide general strikes such as the 36-hour strike that occurred in November 2000.3

Gerardo Nebbia, General Strike in Argentina 28 November 2000, International Committee of the Fourth
International (ICFI), 30 April 2010 <http://www.wsws.org/articles/2000/nov2000/arg-n28.shtml>.
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CHAPTER 4 - AUTOMOTIVE MNC INFLUENCE FOR TOTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN
BRAZIL

This chapter aims to present collected evidence and observations from a variety of
sources to determine how automotive MNCs have impacted different aspects of pillars
of sustainability in Brazil as initially presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Evaluation of
these impacts in Brazil and comparison with other Latin American countries studied in
the region, Argentina and Mexico, shall be made in Chapter 6. Background of the
industry evolution since its inception in the country is provided in Appendix 2.

ENVIRONMENT

Adoption of Eco-Design Concepts in the Automotive Supply Chain
Brazil's integration into the global automotive supply chain has allowed the introduction
of innovative design and recycling practices from Europe and the United States that
take into account a holistic total life cycle view of the environmental impact of the
automobile and its components. Eco-design of motor vehicles extend the boundaries of
product development from initial material selection through end of life components
recycling.
European Union End of Life Vehicle Directive (ELV) 2000/53/EC mandates that
requirements for dismantling, reuse, and recycling of automobile components be
integrated throughout the design process. European automakers, in accordance with
Directive 2000/53/EC, have established their own corporate environmental policies as
well as acting as responsible parties for the implementation of similar programs
Heloisa V. de Medina and Ricardo M. Naveiro, "Eco-Design Practices in Europe Fostering Automotive Vehicles
Recyclability in Brazil," GERPISA International Colloquium (Turinq: GERPISA, 2008) N/A. pp. 8.
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involving their suppliers and partners. 25 This European MNC policy has accelerated
current Brazilian research and development and eventual phasing of ELV design and
recycling efforts in domestic operations.
Implementation of eco-design concepts has also extended to some American
automakers. Ford's Latin American design center in the Industrial Complex Ford
Northeast, in Camagari, Bahia, has been designing vehicles since 2003 under
Restricted Substances Management Standards (RSMS).26 These standards mandate
the design, manufacture, inspection, and reporting of materials incorporated in vehicle
manufacture as required by the International Materials Data System (IMDS). This
process also incorporates the Global Automotive Declarable Substance List (GADSL)
into the RSMS material management process. Ford is also pressuring its suppliers to
adopt RSMS standards and IMDS reporting guidelines.

Rainforest Destruction in Automotive Value Chain
A great obstacle to properly achieving sustainability in the automotive industry is the
broad scope of the automotive supply chain. No matter how proactively an automotive
MNC may promote sustainable practices, it would be hard-pressed to properly monitor
the far extreme of its supply chain, the provision of raw materials.
The actions of the suppliers of pig iron for the steel industry serves as an example of the
environmental damage that occurs at the far end of the automotive value chain. Brazil is
considered to be the source of the highest quality pig iron in the world since it is
produced from vegetable and not mineral charcoal, minimizing its sulfur content, and
permitting its use in the production of special formulation of steels used in the
automotive industry. However, there is an environmental cost to be paid for this special
steel. It requires the burning of 2.6 tons of lumber from the rainforest for every ton of
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Ibid. pp. 6.
Ibid. pp. 5.
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charcoal. 27 While the lumber was initially planned to have come from reforested areas to
promote sustainable harvesting, the raw material supplier due to the increased costs
that would be incurred abandoned this idea.
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Scope ofAutomobile Industryin Brazil
Brazil has the largest automobile industry presence in all of Latin America. During 2008,
it had produced a total of 3.22 million motor vehicles, compared to 2.19 million in
Mexico, and 597 thousand in Argentina. 28

As detailed in Table 26 in Appendix 3,
there are twenty major automobile manufacturing plants within Brazil, as opposed to
29 30

only ten plants in Argentina and seventeen in Mexico.

Shift from Urban Centers into Provinces and the Rise of Modular Production
As can be seen from Table 6, automotive production plants are starting to be built away
from the traditional industrial center of Sdo Paulo and in more rural provinces. The direct
economic benefits to provinces simply from the presence of an automotive MNC are
debatable. However, the needs of an automotive production plant require that the local
infrastructure, if deficient, be upgraded accordingly. The communities in the region are
potential secondary beneficiaries from such upgrades, regardless of their initial
purposes.

27
28

Dauro Veras and Marques Casara, Slaves of Steel, Social (Florianopolis: Instituto Observatorio Social, 2004).
Business Monitor International, Brazil Autos Report - Q1 2010 Industry (London: BMI, 2009). pp. 21.

29

Business Monitor International, Mexico Autos Report - Q1 2010

3

Business Monitor International, Argentina Autos Report - Q1 2010, Industry (London: BMI, 2009). pp. 18.

Industry (London: BMI, 2009). pp. 20.

Table 6 - New Brazilian Automotive Product Plants - 1995-2001
Company

Location

Sumard, Sio Paulo
Honda
Chrysler
Campo Lago, Sio Paulo
Toyota
Indaiatuba, Slo Paulo
Renault
SJ. dos Pinhais, Paraiba
Mercedes-Benz
Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais
Vw
S.J. dos Pinhals, Paraiba
GM
Gravatai, Rio Grande de Sul
Peugeot
Porto Real, Rio de Janeiro
Ford
Camaeari, Bahia
Source: (Ramalho and Santana), pp. 3.

Opening

Model

Capactsnds)

1997
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999
2000
2001
2001

Civic
Dakota
Corolla
Scenic
Classe A
Golf
Blue Macaw
206
Amazon

30
40
15
120
70
160
120
100
250

Automotive MNCs have started to adopt modular construction of their vehicles, further
integrating the production, coordination and logistics between the manufacturer and its
suppliers. Traditional manufacturer-supplier relationships had focused on the support of
just-in-time assembly within the automotive MNC plant by separate but highly
coordinated supplier plants. Modular assembly represents a different approach to
vehicle manufacture. Its process focuses on suppliers no longer operating independent
factories, but physically located side-by-side within a macro manufacturing plant
managed by the automotive MNC as the "automobile system integrator".
The adoption of modular production of motor vehicles in Brazil, a current global industry
trend, helps to sustain the domestic automobile manufacturing industry as being a
location where new global innovations in operations management are implemented. The
fact that these new macro production plants are located in provinces that have
previously not seen investments from the automotive industry offers potential economic
and infrastructure development opportunities to its residents.
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Foreign Direct Investment
Brazil has been a major target for an increasingly greater amount of FDI. Its automotive
industry has been the target for 25.6% of the total amount of foreign investment in
manufacturing, primarily from the United States, between 1996 and 2000.
It appears that FDI investment from the automotive industry has led to competitive
bidding among Brazilian states and municipalities for automotive MNC investments:
"...the contract negotiated between Volkswagen and the State of Rio de Janeiro

in 1995, foresees the granting of fiscal benefits for a period of five years. In the
agreements made between the State of Rio Grande do Sul and GM in 1997, the
terms of validity of the incentives is apparently greater than thirty years. There is
also some evidence that the 'bidding war' of incentives tends to extend to the
fields of regulatory derogations targeted at removing obstacles to the new
investments, stemming from State laws or norms -- or which depend upon the
State for their enforcement -- and considered too rigid by companies." 32

This is a disturbing trend against sustainable development and good governance. It
indicates that the public sector has exchanged their fiduciary responsibility to enforce
the law in for an automotive MNC FDI package that they are partially subsidizing.
An additional dynamic with regard to FDI is that Argentina has become the primary
target for FDI originating from Brazilian firms. By 1996, Argentina accounted for 6.7 % of
overseas Brazilian investment, an increase from 2.1% in 1992.33

3 Pedro da Motta Veiga, Foreign Direct Investment in Brasil: Regulation, Flows, and Contribution to Development,

01 May 2004, International Institute for Sustainable Development, 28 April 2010
<http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&ct=res&cd=3&ved=CBEQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.iisd.or
g%2Fpdf%2F2004%2Finvestmentcountryreportbrazil.pdf&rct=j&q=argentina+and+fdi+and+auto&ei=e8bXS_iO
MoLGIQeHoKyhBA&usg=AFQjCNFWPBDsvJiMW7nd-gVU8p9w8ibfKQ&sig2=X503_zpEuxaMlhJUcP335w>. pp. 19.
3 Ibid. pp. 7.
IIbid. pp. 22.
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EMPLOYMENT
As seen in Table 7, Brazil automotive employees currently command the highest wages
of the three countries under study. In addition, employment levels seem to be
increasing in domestic manufacture despite consolidation of MNC activities due to the
formation of the MERCOSUR. However, there is a disturbing trend in the lowering of the
share of wages in value added activity. This seems to reflect the growing trend of
automation in the manufacturing process.
Table 7 - Brazil Employment, Wages and Related Indicators - 2000 and 2005
ISIC
Code

Share ofWages
Share of Total
Manufacturing
wages per
No. Persons in
Engaged
Employee (USD)
2000
2005
2000 2005
2000
2005
2000
2005
103,540 109,965
30% 23% $16,042 $17,159
2.0%
1.8%

Manufacture of motor vehicles
3410
Manufacture of bodies
36%
32,353 42,641
3420
(oachwork) for motor vehicles
Manufacture of parts and
33%
3430 139,142 213,432
accessories for motor vehicles
Source: United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

36%

$5,996 $7,122

0.6%

a
0.7%

30%

$8,223 $9,768

2.7%

34%

Impacts to Worker/Union/MNC Relations from Modular Manufacturing Strategies
Current trends in automotive MNC activity shows a trend towards modular
manufacturing. While economically efficient for both the producer and supplier
companies, there seems to be mixed benefits towards the workers and labor unions.
These issues can be observed in the strategies and activities of different stakeholders
connected to the establishment of a Volkswagen modular production plant in Resende.

Company-focused Worker Relationships in lieu of Traditional Unions in Volkswagen
Volkswagen sought to establish a new type of union relationship in their Resende plant
compared to the traditional ones that existed in the traditional production center of Sdo
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Paulo. 34 Local unions were much more accommodating to corporations compared to the
activist unions in Sdo Paulo, such as the socialist Central Unica dos Trabalhadores -

CUT (Unified Workers Confederation). Moving into a depressed market, VW was able to
establish good relations with the local metalworking and Forga Sindicaltrade unions
who saw a local manufacturing plant as an employment opportunity to their members.
Lack of Income Parity between Regions

The weakening of union influence in newly industrialized provinces has resulted in a
lack of income parity between regions. The activist unions attempted to raise awareness
of the reality that while S~o Paulo wages remained at R$1,500 a month, Fiat Minas
Gerais's average was much lower at R$800, and Resende was even lower at R$600.
However, VW was able to leverage the need for employment at Resende and take a
firm stand against income parity, as expressed by Fernando Tadeu Perez, Volkswagen
Vice President for Human Resources:
"The companies will not accept a proposition for a unified national wage... The
trade unionists should forget the idea of regulating wages taking the ABC as a
basis. This is not going to happen. This would kill the Brazilian automotive
industry."35

As these disagreements let to worker strikes, .VW eventually took a pro-active role by
negotiating with suppliers to establish income parity among the workers within the
macro plant.
Change of Worker Identity Into a Worker for the MNC - Without EmploYee Rights

Ultimately, labor relations between the workers for the different suppliers in the macro
plant developed into a structure in which a factory committee, organized by workerrepresentatives of the suppliers negotiates with Volkswagen representatives. The
authority of supplier management, the actual employers of the workers, is diminished in
this arrangement. The workers view themselves not as employees of their constituent

3

4Jose Ricardo Ramalho and Marco Aurelio Santana, THE VW's MODULAR SYSTEM, REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
WORKERS' ORGANISATION IN RESENDE, BRAZIL Research, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro:
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, 2001).
3s Ibid. pp. 8.

companies, but as employees of the automotive MNC. However, the automotive MNC
has no interest in actually hiring these workers, only in facilitating continued operation of
the plant. The view of VW was clearly expressed by Roberto Baretti, the Operational
Director at the Resende plant, when he stated:
"The idea is like this: the house is ours, the furniture is yours." 36

As a result, the income bargaining hegemony has not extended to the operations in
each supplier's section of the plant:
"There are eight firms, eight different heads, eight different philosophies of work.
Some have a philosophy of understanding the workers of answering to workers'
demands; others are hard - they don't want to give anything... If it was only VW it
would be easier. But the fact is that VW is only the 'chief head' and the others
have a say.""3

Union Unrest with Automotive MNCs and Expansion Away from Sao Paulo
Brazil's automotive MNCs and their workers have been at odds over minimum wages
since the nation's entrance into the MERCOSUR in the 1990s. The MNC motivation is
focused on maximizing plant competitiveness in an ever-increasing global market. Jose
Carlos da Silveira Pinheiro Neto, President of National Association of Automobile
Manufacturers and Vice President of General Motors Brazil, expressed the pressures of
a global market when he explained why GM only offered a 6.5% wage increase
compared to a union demand of 10% in 2000:
"Why have we made this offer? One word: competitiveness. Today we have to be
competitive not only in Brazil, but also outside of the country as well." 38

This explanation why a higher raise is not available is difficult to justify in light of the
union's claim that automobile sales had increased 37% in October 2000 compared to

October 1999.39
Ibid. pp. 4.
pp. 10.
38 Jennifer L. Rich, Auto Workers Stage Walkout for Higher Wages in Brazil, 2000 Amn 14-November, 2010 Aimn 26April <http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/14/business/auto-workers-stage-walkout-for-higher-wages-inbrazil.html?pagewanted=print>.
36

7Ibid.
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Eco-Design Practices Leading to AdditionalDesign and Recycling Opportunities
While globalized product design tends to pull away engineering opportunities from
regional offices, the requirements in eco-designs of products counters this trend by
directly benefiting from the input of regional offices. Since the disassembly of a vehicle
is most likely going to take place in the same region as where it was sold, regional
design offices have a key role to play in providing information to the central MNC office
of how best to design their product to take advantage of available recycling technologies
and cross-sell opportunities.
The fostering of eco-design has the potential to create an additional need in the
Brazilian market, leading to the development of a recycling industry. This recycling
industry would also help to relieve demand for raw materials, lessening the exploitation
of the natural environment and the workers in extractive industries.

Lack of Worker Health and Safety Practices by Automotive Battery Manufacturers
A study was conducted by Sdo Paulo State University of the Occupational Health and
Safety (OHS) practices of two unnamed automotive battery manufacturers located in the
city of Bauru in the Brazilian state of Sdo Paulo. This study included in loco
observations of worker and management actions, analysis of safety documentation, and
interviews of personnel at different levels of the organizational structure.
The analysis of the OHS data showed mixed results for effective adoption of policies in
the production line. While the first studied company had ineffective policies, the second
company, strongly supported by upper management, have trained safety technicians

39Ibid.

and improved safety system performance. 40 The ultimate motivation of both companies
were aptly summarized by the researchers:
"After analyzing the data, it was ascertained that the studied companies have the
objective of only meeting regulatory norms and other legal requirements pertinent
to the automotive battery sector. Adjustment to the external norms that refer to
the implementation of occupational health and safety management systems,
such as OHSAS 18001, is one of the companies' objectives, although as part of
long-term planning. 41

It appears that while there may be limited adoption of OHS practices in the automotive
industry, it is occurring primarily due to government regulations, not due to actual
concern for worker health and safety.

Forced Labor in the Automotive Value Chain
The expanse of the automotive value chain is extremely broad and beyond the complete
governance of an automotive MNC. In such cases, appropriate systemic government
regulation provides a supplemental force towards sustainable national development.
Such an instance can be seen in the reported use of forced labor in the production of
pig iron to support the Brazilian steel industry, of which automotive MNCs are a

consumer. 4 2
The Brazilian government has been in a constant struggle to eliminate the use of forced
labor to create charcoal throughout the Amazon River basin. This charcoal is used in
the production of pig iron, which is later used by steel manufacturers.
It is true that the multinationals do not sanction forced labor in any of their suppliers, but
the structure and composition of the value chain down to raw materials make it very

Otavio Jose de Oliveira and Renan Augusto de Almeida, Occupational Health and Safety in Automotive Battery
Manufacturing Companies: Case Analyses in the State of S5o Paulo, Brazil. Research, UNESP - S5o Paulo State
University (S~o Paulo: 5o Paulo State University, 2009). pp. 14.
41Ibid. pp. 14-15.
42 Michael Smith and David Voreacos, The Secret world of Modern Slavery
2006, December, 2010, 7-April
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/marketsmag/modern_slaveryl.htm>.
40

difficult to inspect the working conditions of all contributors. Nevertheless, the MNC
presence in Brazil increases the demand for these raw materials, indirectly fostering this
tragedy. Marcelo Campos, the leader of the Brazilian Labor Ministry's Special Mobile
Enforcement Group, described this MNC influence:
"These are people who have absolutely no economic value except as cheap
labor under the most inhumane conditions imaginable ... And none of it would

exist without multinational companies demanding the products they produce.
They are a key part of the globalized, export-oriented economy Brazil thrives
upon." 43

While the observation that automotive MNCs are indirect contributors to this social
injustice is valid, it must also be acknowledged that this is an endemic problem of Brazil,
as Silas Zen, Forestry Director at Ferro Gusa Carajas, a pig iron plant in Maraba
observes:
"The truth is that if the government today insisted that the industry here use only
100 percent certifiably legal charcoal, the whole industry, with the exception of
our plant, would have to shut down" 44

Forced labor is a systemic issue in the Brazilian economy that MNCs are inadvertently
supporting.

43
44

Ibid. December 2006.
Ibid. December 2006.
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CHAPTER 5 - AUTOMOTIVE MNC INFLUENCE FOR TOTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN
MEXICO

This chapter aims to present collected evidence and observations from a variety of
sources to determine how automotive MNCs have impacted different aspects of pillars
of sustainability in Brazil as initially presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Evaluation of
these impacts in Brazil and comparison with other Latin American countries studied in
the region, Argentina and Brazil, shall be made in Chapter 6.

ENVIRONMENT

Contribution of Automobile Industry to Pollution
The currently available statistical data provided by the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica
y Geografia, referenced in Table 27 within Appendix 3, shows the disturbing magnitude
of harm that the overall automotive industry is causing to the Mexican environment. As
of 2003, the overall automotive industry accounted for 31.96% of all the potentially
polluting value added economic activity in the country.' This fact becomes more
disturbing since it has increased from 29.02% in 1998. This statistic clearly indicates
that environmental protection initiatives by the automotive industry are not matching the
rate of industry economic growth.

Calculated from: INEGI, Caracteristicas econ6micas seleccionadas de la industria manufacturera potencialmente
contaminante por clase de actividad econ6mica, 1998 y 2003, Government, Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y
Geografia (Mexico City: Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Geograffa, 2009).
2 Calculated from:
Ibid.
1

Control of Automobile Production Plant Pollution
At the time of the adoption of NAFTA, the Mexico Secretariat for Social Development
estimated that the primary source of thirteen percent of industrial pollution in Mexico
was from automobile manufacturing plants.3 In 1992, the Mexican government passed
legislation requiring automobile manufacturers to either close current polluting plants or
upgrade them to meet revised environmental pollution standards. Initial inspections for
compliance with these regulations among 7,000 factories in the northern provinces
bordering the United States have resulted in 239 temporary and 53 total (INEGI)
closures.4 Automobile plants inspections in the first four months of 1993 US$3 million in
fines.5 The automobile plants affected included:
- The Mercedes-Benz painting facility in Santiago Tianguistenco was required to
close temporarily after a surprise emissions check.6
- The Ford of Mexico plant at Cuautitlan, which had been fined for years for
discharging wastewater directly into the Mexico City sewer system, was forced to
adopt the environmental guidelines or face closure.
There was a diverse response from automotive MNCs and their suppliers to this policy
requirement:
- Ford Mexico opened a US$10 million water treatment plant Cuautitlan plant as
part of an overall investment of US$125 million to improve environmental
performance.7
- Chrysler de M6xico initially decided to close their plant, built in the 1930s, at Lago
Alberto near Mexico City, transferring production to other existing plants in
Toluca and Saltillo.8 However, later negotiations by the Automotive Association of
Mexico with the Mexican government extended the deadline to meet VOC
3Johannes

Werner, "Automakers in Mexico Clean Up their Acts; Pending Trade Pact Prompts Change," Automotive
News 12 July 1993.
4 ibid, July 12, 1993.
sIbid, July 12, 1993.
6

lbid, July 12, 1993.
8 Trina Kleist, "Mexico City Pollution Forces GM Plant Move," Automotive News 6 April 1992.
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emission standards to 2006. As of 1997, the production plant had installed
electrostatic paint applicators and other production measures to lessen VOC
emissions.9 Later acquisition of Chrysler by Daimler led to the closure of the plant
in 2002.
- The Chrysler plant built in 1994 in Santillo has already adopted a zero-discharge
policy, requiring that water exiting the plant is as clean as the local drinking
water. Hazardous waste collected by the plants disposed in a landfill near
Monterrey. Additional upgrades in the 1990s included the use of governmentmandated water-based paint and plant-wide reclamation of metal scrap.10
- General Motors de Mexico was forced to close their Mexico City plant by
government environmental regulators in the early 1990s. Their new US$400
million plant near Silao, in the state of Guanajuato, developed a reputation in the
late 1990s in the industry for polluting practices, such as the discharge of
chromium into wastewater, that were illegal in the United States but permitted
under Mexican law. 1
- The Cifunsa engine block foundry has voluntarily complied with regulations by
investing US$3.5 million in an environmental improvement program that includes
the installation of exhaust collectors.12

Derek Strohl, Pollution Among Manufacturers in Mexico Paper, The University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison:
The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2008). pp. 4.
9

10 Ibid. pp.
5.

1 Ibid, page 7.
12 Johannes Werner, "Automakers in Mexico Clean Up
their Acts; Pending Trade Pact Prompts Change,"
Automotive News 12 July 1993.
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ECONOMY

Significance of Automotive Industry to the Mexican Economy
During 1999, the industry grew at a rate of 9.5 percent, generating 15,000 new jobs,
representing an employment growth rate of 3.9%, and at the beginning of 2000
accounted for 10.7% of all jobs in the manufacturing sector.' 3
The auto industry continues to be a significant source of financial trade through exports
and foreign direct investment.

Rise of Automotive "Global Latinas"
The domestic Mexican automotive industry has developed economically and
technologically such that there now exists Mexican automotive MNCs.
A recent example of some of the potential benefits to the Mexican economy from the
formation of domestic MNCs is the Mexican automotive parts supplier, Katcon Global.
An established manufacturer in Mexico and Venezuela, Katcon successfully completed
in 2009 an acquisition of the exhaust business unit of American component
manufacturer, Delphi Corporation. The first phase of the acquisition allowed Katcon to
expand its market from South America into Delphi's exhaust businesses in Poland,
Australia, and South Africa. Subsequent stages of the acquisition involved
manufacturing operations in Shanghai, China and Gurgaon, India. What seems to be
most promising for national development in this MNC acquisition is that it includes
Delphi's intellectual property rights and it's technology research and development
centers in Michigan and Luxembourg. The acquisition of IP and R&D facilities allows the
transfer of technology throughout Katcon's global organization, potentially leading to
increased competitiveness of Mexican companies in the global marketplace.
Autoparts Report, Auto Industry in Mexico is a Rapidly Growing Part of Country's Economy 8 September 2000,
30 April 2010 <http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_mOUDO/is_5_9/ai_65540609/>.

EMPLOYMENT

Overall Employment in the Automobile Industry
As of 2009, Mexico has an estimated labor force of 47 million people." The overall
automotive industry employs approximately one-fifth of this Mexican workforce, 9.5
million individuals.15
Inthe automobile industry sectors covered in Table 8, Mexico lies in between Argentina
and Brazil in wages per employee. It is also a much more significant employer of
workers compared to Argentina and Brazil. This increased workforce has resulted in a
share of wages in value added activities is significantly lower than these other two
countries. The automotive industry presents a great source of employment for Mexican
workers, but the consequence of broad employment is lower salaries.
Table 8 - Mexico Employment, Wages and Related Indicators - 2000
ISI

Number of
Persons

Employed
Manufacture of motor vehicles
Manufacture of bodies

Share of
Wage in
Wages d

val

Wages per
Employee

(USD)

I
Share of Total
Manufatt~rn

Employent (%)

3410
3420

89,500
8,941

12%
31%

11,748
5,633

6.10%
0.60%

3430

49,737

30%

8,279

3.40%

(coachwork) for motor vehicles

Manufacture of parts and
accessories for motor vehicles

Source: United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

Quality of Work and Training
A key factor in maintaining a sustainable national competitiveness in the labor force is
proper training and implementation of technologies and processes. According to survey
CIA World Factbook, CIA - The World Factbook - Mexico, April 2010, United States Central Intelligence Agency,
11 April 2010 <https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/mx.html>.
15 Business Monitor International, Mexico Autos Report - Q1 2010 Industry (London:
Business Monitor
International, 2009). pp. 6.
14

data collected by the Mexico National Institute of Statistics and Geography, the
automotive industry is one of the leaders in training workers in technology and
implementing new organizational processes (See Table 28, Figure 17 and Figure 18 in
Appendix 3). Among large transport equipment manufacturing firms in Mexico:
- 75.14% train workers in new technologies and processes compared to 55.91% of
overall firms.
- 77.34% implement reorganization of work systems compared to 54.70% of
overall firms.

Globalization of Production Leading to Loss of Regional ProductDevelopment
Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) policies, established a protected market for the
production of motor vehicles in Mexico for the domestic market. ISI local content
requirements forced automotive manufactures to rely heavily on domestic component
suppliers. Several automotive MNCs established domestic research and development
facilities staffed by local product development groups focused on adapting established
automotive designs to permit manufacturing in compliance with these policy restrictions.
These modified designs, while considered outdated by international standards, were the
product of domestic engineering efforts and talent. The removal of ISI protectionist
policies in the late 1970s and later liberalization of regional trade through NAFTA has
resulted in the increase of standardized designs that do not require regional
modifications.

Adoption of Automated PVC Bulk Loading Technology
Oplex S.A., one of the largest plastic processors in Mexico City has adopted material
handling technology that not only enhances operational productivity, but also protects
the factory line worker from injury.16 The original conveyor system in use at the plant

David Boger, Mixing safety with productivity Bulk bag unloading, conveyor system improve product quality,
repeatability and worker safety 2008 AMn 15-October, Reed Business Publications, 2010 AMn 23-April
<http://www.plantengineering.com/article/188682-Mixingsafetywithproductivity.php>.
16
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relied on workers manually loading 55 pound bags of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) resin and
calcium carbonate into mixers as part of their plastic manufacturing processes. Each
batch weighed 440 pounds and restarted each ten minutes. According to Carlos Barra,
Director of Operations at the plant, the rapid pace of batches led to worker errors and
injuries from repetitive musculoskeletal stress.17 Oplex installed a three-floor material
handling system that automated material handling from the bag, minimizing manual
lifting and opening of bags, generation of airborne particulates, and increasing process
quality and repeatability.

17

Ibid.
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CHAPTER 6 - ANALYSIS

This chapter aims to identify both common and contrasting trends in automotive MNC
activity among the three Latin American countries as described in Chapter 3, Chapter 4,
and Chapter 5 by using Ashford's "Three Pillars of Sustainability" framework, outlined in
Chapter 2. The complexity of this analysis is compounded by the fact that, as a complex
system, an automotive MNC may not be a determinant of a system behavior, but may
enable its occurrence.
There are several apparent compromises to sustainability that are introduced in several
of the processes among the three core pillars. It is shown that the automotive industry
has yet to resolve most of these, especially where they concern the environment. It is
noted in these processes that proper government policy is crucial to foster its resolution.
The 5-point rating system used throughout this chapter for the framework is designed to
address quantitative rankings, where applicable, and qualitative relationships:
- -

Substantial harm or potential for harm, or by nature un-sustainable

-

Some occurrences of harm or a net negative balance of activity

0

Neutral. There is either no net effect or the activity is not relevant

+
++

Some sustainable occurrences or a net positive balance of activity
Substantial benefits or potential for benefits to sustainability

Inthe interest of intuitive clarity, some measures, especially those in Section I Environment, were rephrased such that a positive outcome indicates a contribution to
sustainability, making the meaning of polarity signs consistent across the framework.
The conclusions section will summarize the framework findings, identifying strengths
and weaknesses in the current system as a guide for recommendations in Chapter 7.
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Pollution Reduction
There have been few efforts made by the automotive manufacturers in the three
countries under study to reduce pollution beyond what may be required by national,
state, and local regulations. In fact, the pursuits of localities that are more amenable to
the automotive factories have been a driving force behind the locations of new factories.
For instance, the increasingly stringency of environmental policy governing automotive
plants in the region around Mexico City has led to the establishment of new production
plants away from major municipalities.

There have been some efforts made to reduce pollution emissions from manufacturing
plants. Ford, in all three countries, has made some of the most notable strides in
pollution reduction from the installation of water treatment plants in Mexico, to waste
composting to aid in rainforest restoration in Brazil. The construction of new production
plants place pressures on the environment in Brazil. However, some automotive MNCs
have applied genuine efforts in attempting to both achieve a level of industrial
development while trying to restore the surrounding environment to its natural state. An
example of this balance between industrial and sustainable development can be seen in
Ford's plant in Camagari, Brazil. This plant is currently using the plant's composted
waste to restore the soil of the surrounding rainforest, long ago cleared away for
cultivation, so that it may be restored to its pristine state.'
General Motors, on the other hand, has earned a reputation of negotiation of the
temporary lowering of environmental standards and eventually not complying with these
reduced standards or meeting the later deadline for full compliance.
There has been in either country of a fundamental change of the nature of production to
reduce pollution. There is still a relentless maximization of production quantity,
regardless of the environmental costs. Revolutionary efforts in Eco-design, while
promising to create an automotive-based supporting "green" economy for reclaiming
recyclable materials, will only help to partially mitigate resource depletion in the supply
chain.

Climate Change Prevention
The automotive MNCs, besides development projects on hybrid/electric vehicles, are
not involved in any projects that address the very long-term issue of climate change.
Their logic is very product-focused. They are concentrated on the concept that if the
1 Bryce G. Hoffman, FORD'S TEST BED: Brazil's Camacari plant is model for the future 2007 Own 22-August, The
Detroit News, 2010 Ann 26-April <http://detnews.com/article/20070822/AUTO01/708220407>.

combustion of fuels based on petrochemicals is a cause of climate change, they will
design products that use alternate sources of energy.
Minimal thought has been given to the improvement of their actual processes towards
the prevention of climate change. The classic business model of maximization of
production of new vehicles still remains unaltered, continuing to foster a consumerist
society. Continuing with this framework, the additional production that globalization
offers the industry combined with ineffective climate protection clauses in trade
agreements and the lack of local governance introduces additional possibilities for longterm contributions to climate change.

Ecosystem Disruption Prevention
There is little evidence that automotive MNCs have mitigated disruptions to the natural
ecosystems that surround their factories. It must be noted that most Latin American
countries have held environmental preservation as a secondary or tertiary priority
behind economic and industrial advancement. ISI policies of the 1950s and 1960s
reflected the prevailing views of development policy, focused on economic
advancement through industrial production and did not address environmental
protection.

Resource Preservation
The level of resource depletion due to the automotive industry is closely related to the
nature of industrial activity and associated supply chain dynamics. As discussed in
Appendices 1 thru 3, early automotive MNC activity in all three nations focused on final
assembly of the motor vehicles from prefabricated components shipped from other
countries, minimizing the domestic use of raw materials. Local resource depletion from
domestic production could not occur since these countries initially lacked the proper
technological infrastructure and trade knowledge to be able to produce automobile
components of sufficient quality. Sufficient domestic technologies and skills had
58

developed by the later Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) period when automotive
MNCs produced a significant percentage of the motor vehicles domestically, taxing the
local resources in the process.
The increasing supply chain interdependencies that characterize globalized
manufacturing and distribution leave the current automotive industries in Argentina,
Brazil, and Mexico at a crossroads. On one hand, the increasing production volume in
these countries, combined with the tightly integrated supplier network requires that raw
materials be extracted either domestically or through regional trading blocs, accelerating
resource depletion. On the other hand, the increasing concern for maximizing vehicle
recyclability in the automotive MNC home nations and regions have led some to adopt
innovative eco-design policies which consider the total life of their products, from raw
material through recycling and re-use in new products.
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Industrial Development and Environment
A key question that the entire automotive industry needs to face, but continues to avoid
is: "How can the automotive industry continue to expand without creating additional
harm to the environment?"
There have been some efforts to mitigate a number of the effects on the environment
from industrial expansion, focusing primarily on:
- Removal of pollutants from plant emissions.
- Design and manufacture of alternative fuel vehicles that reduce atmospheric
emissions.
* Consolidation of supplier manufacturing activities intro macro factories
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- Implementation of lean manufacturing initiatives, which themselves focus on the
reduction of manufacturing waste.
These actions fail to address the impacts of industrial development throughout the entire
automotive industry supply chain. Industrial expansion creates demand on commodity
products and raw materials whose producers are not under close supervision or tight
regulation, leading to the adoption or expansion of inherently unsustainable activity.

Trade and Environment
The advent of expanded trade, especially do to membership in MERCOSUR or NAFTA,
has introduced another challenge for the automotive MNCs: "How can trade, which itself
represents an increase in industrial production and competition, be used to foster
environmentally sustainable practices?"
Membership in globalized free trade imposes pressures and presents economic
opportunities for a "race to the bottom", focusing production in nations that do not yet
have well-established environmental regulations. Regional trade agreements, such as
NAFTA, only require that signatory nations enforce their own environmental regulations.
There are no stipulations for harmonization of these actual regulations across nations. A
constant leveraging of these "loopholes" in policy can be observed in the relocation of
plants into Mexico from the United States and from industrial centers of Brazil and
Argentina to more economically-depressed rural areas in different provinces.
While the above activity provides the potential for great harm to the environment,
increased international trade does present the opportunity for enhanced technology
transfer from the home nations of automotive MNCs. The introduction of lean
manufacturing in new factories, eco-design of vehicles that integrate recyclability
concepts, and the use of alternate fuels, are all due to this enhanced global trade.
Michael Robinet, CSM Worldwide Vice President of Global Vehicle Forecasts sees

South America as a "... kind of global sandbox for a lot of automakers to try out new

methods.". 2 While promising, more substantial activity in technology transfer of
environmentally sustainable production practices is required to establish a reasonable
balance in this measure.

Economic Investment and the Environment
The admittance of the studied countries into free trade agreements has also served to
create venues for economic investment. However, the focus on investments in
production has served to increase traditional business models of production, not in
finding new, creative ways of using the unique factor endowments of each developing
country.
It must be acknowledged that a minimum level of development in infrastructure and
other supporting services is required to permit more advanced investments in
knowledge-based activity, which fosters more sustainable activity. The beginnings of
this trend can be seen in Brazil, where it has become a partner in research, design, and
implementation of innovative products and processes in the automotive industry. These
activities break the barrier of simple industrial production and introduce Brazil as the
source of knowledge workers in the industry.
However, there is currently a limited need for knowledge workers in the industrial
operations of some of these nations. Argentina has limited participation in this venue
due to its proximity to Brazil. Mexico also has limited participation due to it proximity to
the United States and its continued focus on manpower-intensive operations.

2 Bryce

G. Hoffman, FORD'S TEST BED: Brazil's CamaCari plant is model for the future 2007 tiMn
22-August, The
Detroit News, 2010 Ami 26-April <http://detnews.com/article/20070822/AUTO01/708220407>.

Regulation of Health, Safety, and the Environment
As addressed earlier, the "race to the bottom" phenomenon is also drawn to developing
countries due to their lax regulations or enforcement of environmental of environmental
policy. Is this the fault of the MNC? Not in the policy sense, for that is the responsibility
of government. However, multinationals have the opportunity to implement processes
that have been developed in more environmentally stringent business environments.
This has occurred in the transfer of recyclability practices from European MNCs to their
Latin American subsidiaries and throughout Ford plants in the region.
This activity does not impact the broad domestic supply chains. In order to properly
address these issues, participating countries and trade regimes must implement
revisions to environmental policies and enforcement procedures to harmonize
requirements and guarantee compliance throughout the chain.
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Improvement in Competitiveness and Use of Capital
Automotive MNCs, due to the scope of their global operations and supplier networks,
are an excellent conduit for transferring best practices in the effective use of resources
towards increasing efficiency, attaining economies of scale in production, and
maximizing profit for the enterprise. These achievements, in turn, incentivize additional
corporations, typically automotive suppliers, to invest in operations within the country,
which in turn leads to additional business opportunities for the national economy.
One of the most influential events that impacted the automotive industry in the countries
under study was their admission into free market agreements in the 1990s. Argentina
and Brazil, along with Uruguay and Paraguay entered the Mercado Comn del Sur
(Southern Common Market), known as the MERCOSUR, with the ratification of the

Treaty of Asunci6n in 1991 and the Protocol of Ouro Preto in 1994. Mexico, along with
the United States and Canada, entered the North American Free Trade Agreement,
NAFTA, in 1994.
The establishment of these regional free markets represented a complete change of
market and sourcing dynamics for the automotive industry. ISI protectionist policies,
established in the 1950s and 1960s, used a combination of economic and socio-political
incentives to foster industry investment in domestic manufacturing, sourcing, and
assembly. Throughout Latin America, individual domestic automotive micro-industries,
focused primarily on final assembly, were established by initial MNC investments. The
fragmentary nature of the automobile industry resulted in an inability to achieve
sufficient economies of scale in manufacturing, leading to an inefficient use of financial
capital and an eventual stagnation of the use of new technologies.
The entrance of into regional free markets significantly alters the underlying systems
that had nurtured industry growth in these nations. Free market dynamics allow
automotive MNCs to no longer view each national subsidiary as an independent entity,
but as a contributor to a regional and global corporate strategy to maximize the addition
of value to the corporation. Development, manufacturing, suppliers, and supporting
resources are acquired, distributed, consolidated, and divested as needed to support
this strategy. Current treaties and associated committees are not structured to assist in
establishing homogeneity among participatory nations. In this environment, some
countries are "winners" and others are "losers".
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Figure 3 - Machinery and Transport Equipment Trade - 1995-2008
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Figure 4 - Machinery and Transport Equipment Export/Import Ratio - 1995-2008
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Argentina and Brazil
Argentina has had mixed economic results from its participation in the MERCOSUR. It
established a solid automotive production industry during the 1950s and 1960s that had
stagnated in the early 1980s as trade liberalization policies started to replace the
protectionist policies of ISI. This stagnation was for the domestic industry a period of
"catching up" to the levels of quality and technical sophistication required for competition
with other regional subsidiaries.
While Argentina is still considered a resource in the global production strategy of several
automotive MNCs, its MERCOSUR neighbor, Brazil, eclipses its economic performance.
Brazil is consistently viewed as the primary automotive manufacturing center of South
America. As indicated in Appendix 3, Brazil currently has 16 different automotive
multinationals operating a total of 20 manufacturing plants compared to only 10
multinationals operating a total of 10 plants in Argentina. While some automotive
multinationals produce exclusively in Brazil, none function exclusively within Argentina.
The production capacity of the average Brazilian plant is consistently 5 to 10 times
higher than its Argentine partner.

Mexico
The economic activities of automotive MNCs in Mexico and the United Stated has
paralleled those observed in Brazil and Argentina. After the passing of the NAFTA trade
agreement, there were no trade barriers to prevent corporate strategists in automotive
MNCs to transfer manufacturing to Mexico, where they could leverage significantly
lower labor costs.

Economic Changes from Changes in the Use of Labor and Capital
The introduction of domestic automobile manufacturing, guided by the policies of Import
Substitution Industrialization, led to the industrialization of several Latin American
countries, most notably in the nations under study. This industrialization, along with

membership in regional trade blocs, has fostered in increased use of domestic
resources. This can be seen in these countries' share of total Latin American GDP,
which ranks the three highest in the region.

Table 9 - Comparison of National Gross Domestic Product (GDP) - 2009
Nation / Region

2009 GDP (millions

Percent of Latin America

60,917,477
World
3,027,344
Latin America
1,572,839
Brazil
1,088,128
Mexico
324,767
Argentina
Source: (International Monetary Fund), 2009.

Percent of World Total GDP

Total GDP

of USD)

51.95%
35.94%
10.73%

4.97%
2.58%
1.79%
0.53%

However, Latin America still represents a very small share of world GDP, leading to the
conclusion that even these "giants" in the region are economically small contributors to
total domestic development. A possible explanation of this phenomenon is the fact that
in these nations, like much of Latin America, industrialization has been concentrated in
a few key regions of each country, which has posed a restriction on economic growth in
these nations. The construction of new production plants in the provinces, at the
expense of the environment, has served to improve this inequity, at least compared to
other Latin American nations.
Additional sources of economic efficiency and its improved use of capital have been
seen in the implementation of lean initiatives. However, there has been a contrast in the
implementation of lean among these countries. Mexico has focused on human capital,
leveraging lean procedures to better organize a large labor force that has adopted less
automation than neighbors. Brazil and Argentina have expanded their lean initiatives to
encompass not only their workers, but also the process by which automation is
implemented in their factories, to include modular assembly among suppliers in the
same physical assembly line. Argentina is at a disadvantage to seeing the maximum
benefits of this compared to its direct neighbor, Brazil, since it is currently viewed as a
supporter of Brazilian operations.
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Financing of Growth and Development

The automotive MNCs are not active contributors to national development. Infact,
regional governments have been providing subsidies to MNCs to establish operations in
their respective states. These subsidies are being provided for the secondary effect that
a production move brings to a region - the establishment of a broad automotive supplier
network to support the production plant with its associated contribution to employment.
This brings the promise of economic advancement of the region, establishment of
production clusters that require additional manufacturing or service industries, and in
turn increased interest for future investors.
In reality, the automotive industry does not exist throughout Mexico, Argentina, or Brazil.
It exists in a small group of highly industrialized MNC/supplier "communities". They do
not directly interact with the overall national region, but only within their industrial
clusters. While some expansion has been made to new sites and new clusters in recent
years, the automotive industry is not currently structured to serve as a great contributor
to a uniform level of national growth and development.

...............................................................
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InternationalDivision of Labor
Automotive MNCs, by their global scope and pursuit of maximized efficiency in valueadded operations,'have allowed developing countries to better leverage the current
developmental state of their domestic workforce. The key drivers that initially helped
Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico to enter the international division of labor for the
automotive industry included:
- Standardization by the automotive MNC designers of the automobile and the
manufacturing of its parts, permitting final assembly, which does not require
skilled labor, to occur as a separate process from component manufacturing.
- The automotive industry's use of Fordist plant management allowed unskilled or
semi-skilled workers to participate in the assembly line of vehicles by performing

simple, repetitive tasks. It did not require experienced trades to assemble a
vehicle from pre-fabricated components.
- Alignment to major oceans and shipping routes that facilitated bulk shipment of
goods, allowing economies of scale in shipping.
- The existence of a social class in each country that had the desire and financial
resources to purchase vehicles.
Infact, the last two initial factors, shared by many Latin American nations in the early
201h century, helped to establish automotive assembly plants in many additional South
American nations, including Peru, Chile, and Colombia.
Only Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico were able to successfully establish actual production
operations, moving up the automotive value chain, due to the development of additional
factors during the ISI era:
- Development of a domestic automotive parts industry that had reached a level of
capacity and quality to be used as a supplier in the automotive global supply
chain.
- Sufficient industrialization and development of supporting industries that serves
as a foundation for the manufacture of automobile components, allowing MNCs
to achieve economies of scale in domestic production.
The intervening two decades since the creation of regional free markets has increased
the global nature of the automotive chain and forced subsidiaries in Latin America to
become increasingly competitive in a global, instead of national or regional context.
Reflecting the state of the industry and complementary businesses and technologies,
distinct paths in the automotive industry division of labor has been observed:
- MNCs in Mexico continue to focus on leveraging the quantity of available semiskilled laborers as opposed to the widespread adoption of state-of-the-art
technology.
- MNCs view Brazil as a leader in the Latin American industry. They have begun to
expand into new highly automated industrial plants in rural areas. While

automation has lowered the number of required operators, the remaining
employees are trained more holistically using lean methods, focusing on
employment involvement in overall processes, rather than individual tasks.
MNC expansion in Argentina has focused primarily on support of operations in
Brazil. While it is still considered a significant contributor to automotive
production, it does not have significant continuous investments in new facilities,
additional employment, or innovative processes.
This need for increased competitiveness in the marketplace has served as a driver for
advancement in other processes, such as the nature of work.

Nature of Work
There is a danger in becoming solely focused on economies of scale and productivity
when competing in an economically focused global industry. In such a globalized
automotive industry, only Brazil and Mexico, as Latin American centers of automotive
innovation, have shown signs of crossing the divide between simply being a venue for
production capacity/efficiency in assembly and a center for creative design and research
into new products.

Brazil
This industry refocus towards a more sustainable and independently empowered
workforce has been seen inthe adoption of lean manufacturing processes in their new
factories established outside of Sdo Paulo, away from the influence of militant unions.
This avoidance of union participation in factory operations would seem to result in a
severe loss of worker rights. However, since lean manufacturing empowers individuals
within team settings that implement the Japanese concept of kaizen or continuous
improvement. The line worker is no longer relegated as an automaton that is designed
to solely supplement the factory machinery, but is a member of a small team that seeks
out ways to improve each other and the factory processes in which they contribute.

When combined with state-of-the-art technology, as in Ford's new modular plant in
Camagari, Brazil, this has led to an enhancement in the nature of the line worker's job
beyond a machine operator into an independent thinking troubleshooter.3 This is
discussed in more depth in Section V of this chapter.
As mentioned previously, it is very difficult for an automotive MNC, without a firm
framework and metrics, to properly monitor the operations of their entire supply chain
towards a truly sustainable and empowering nature of work. As can be seen in Figure 5,
commodity raw material suppliers, who are most "distant" from the final product in the
supply chain, are also the entities that are least accountable to whatever governance
systems that may exist within the MNC. The most notable example of this phenomenon
is the continued degrading conditions of charcoal production laborers that pervade the
Brazilian steel industry.4 Certainly, the automotive MNCs could more effectively
leverage their influence over Brazilian government to effect change in this issue.
However, it must still be acknowledged that these broad cross-industry issues require
effective government policy and national, regional, and local governance.
Figure 5 - Relation Between Accountability and Position in Auto Value Chain
Automotive MNC Subsidiaries
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3 Bryce

G. Hoffman, FORD'S TEST BED: Brazil's CamaCari plant is model for the future 22 August 2007, The Detroit
News, 26 April 2010 <http://detnews.com/article/20070822/AUTO01/708220407>.
4 Dauro Veras and Marques Casara, Slaves of Steel, Social (Florianopolis: Instituto Observatorio Social, 2004).
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Foreign Direct Investment
The establishment of new enterprises or entire industries typically requires a level of
capital investment beyond the means of developing countries. The provision of Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) provides the potential for several key benefits towards the
recipient nation's development: 5
-

Improved regional and international trade linkages through the use of investor's

networks tend to increase both imports and exports.
- Introduction of improvements in corporate governance, technology, and
processes, increasing efficiency.
- Technology transfer and human capital formation through connections with
domestic enterprises.
There are two general classifications of FDI measurement:
- FDI stocks equate to the financial evaluation of foreign assets that reside in a
country. The types of FDI stocks associated with a MNC subsidiary, associated
corporations, or branches, are classified by the Organization for Economic Cooperation (OECD) as:
"For subsidiary and associate companies:
- The market value (or where market value is not available for statistical
purposes, the book value - derived from the balance sheets - which is

likely to be used by a number of countries for practical purposes) of their
share capital and reserves attributable to the direct investor. (Reserves
include retained profits. Share capital and reserves should be measured
as the market value or written-down book value of the company's fixed
assets and the market value or book value of its security holdings and
other assets, less its liabilities and provisions);
" Plus loans, trade credit and debt securities (bonds, notes, money markets
instruments, financial derivatives,5 etc.) due from the subsidiaries and
associates to the direct investor, including dividends declared but not yet
paid to the direct investor;

s Hans Christiansen, Charles Oman and Andrew Charlton, Incentives-based Competition for Foereign Direct
Investment: The Case of Brazil. Development, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
(Paris: OECD, 2003). pp. 2.

*

-

*

Less loans, trade credit and other liabilities (including equity and debt
securities) due to subsidiaries and associates from the direct investor.
For branches, the net worth of these concerns to the direct investor
measured as:
The market value (or, where market value is not available, written-down
book value - derived from balance sheets) of the concern's fixed assets,
and the market value (or, where market value is not available, the book
value) of its investments and current assets, excluding amounts due from
the direct investor;
Less the concern's liabilities to third parties." 6

FDI flows measure the change in FDI stocks. The types of FDI flows associated
with the operation of MNC subsidiary, associated corporations, or branches, are
classified by the OECD as:
"For subsidiary and associated companies:
- The direct investor's share of the company's reinvested earnings;
- Plus the direct investor's purchases less sales of the company's shares,
debt securities (bonds, notes, money market and financial derivative
instruments) and loans (including non-cash acquisitions made against
equipment, manufacturing rights, etc.);
- Less the company's purchases less sales of the direct investors' shares,
debt securities (bonds, notes, money market and financial derivative
instruments) and loans;
- Plus the increase, net of decreases, in trade and other credit (including
debt securities) given by the direct investor to the company - usually
measured as the net balance of trade and other credit outstanding at the
end of the period owing to the direct investor, less the balance
outstanding at the beginning of the period, and less the net increase
between the opening and closing balances which are due to revaluations
and exchange rate movements.
For branches:
* The increase in unremitted profits plus the net increase in funds received
from the direct investor - measured as the increase in the net worth of the
enterprise to the investor less increases (net of decreases) due to
revaluations and exchange rate movements." 7

6 Organisation

for Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD Benchmark Definition of Foreign Direct
Investment, 3rd Edition (Paris: OECD Publications, 1996). pp. 12.
Ibid. pp. 16.
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As can be seen by Figure 6, since the mid 1990s, with the exception of 1999, both
Brazil and Mexico have commanded superior FDI flows compared to Argentina. A more
meaningful comparison might be made between Argentina and Brazil, regional
neighbors and co-signatories to the MERCOSUR common market. There is the
impression that Brazil presents a more appealing venue for investment since it has
consistently commanded a greater FDI than Argentina, especially after the regional
economic crisis of the early 2000s.
Figure 6 - Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico FDI Flows - 1970-2008
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The relative stagnation of FDI investment in Argentina when compared to Brazil and
Mexico becomes even more apparent when examining the FDI stock levels in Figure 7.
As of 2008, FDI stocks evaluation has just reached levels last met in 2000. By
comparison, during the same time period, FDl stocks in Brazil increased rapidly. Brazil
has become a more appealing location for foreign investments compared to Argentina.
Mexico, benefitting in part from NAFTA and its proximity to the United States, has
almost consistently possessed the greatest total value of FDI stocks since 2001.
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Figure 7 - Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico FDI Stocks - 1981-2008
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Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that FDI flows and stocks do not necessarily relate to the
population of each nation. It can clearly be seen that Argentina has commanded the
greatest FDI flows and stocks per capita since the early 1990s until 2001. Brazil, by
comparison, Brazil has had mediocre FDI growth per capita. Mexico has seen the most
consistent and stable FDI growth per capita throughout the studied period.
These FDI dynamics per capita show that while there is much foreign investment in
Brazilian industry as an aggregate, it is still relatively insignificant when viewed on how it
impact the single average citizen. By contrast, FDI has a much more significant impact
on the average Mexican citizen. The future of FDI for the average Argentinean seems
mixed and uncertain.
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Figure 8 - Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico FDI Flows per Capita - 1970-2003
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Skills

Traditional Fordist manufacturing had focused on assigning unskilled workers tasks that
were focused, repetitive and simple in nature. There was little to no interest in the
development of the abilities of the line worker. It could be asked "Isthe factory
machinery designed to help the worker or is it rather that the worker is to serve the
machinery?". Under ISI policy and Fordist manufacturing, employment in automobile
plants in all three countries grew to their highest amounts yet recorded domestically.
However, there was a continual lack of quality and employee development by
international standards.

Globalization has helped to "level the playing field", forcing domestic factories to
increase efficiency. While this does result in increased automation and a reduction of
total employment of labor, it has also resulted in import of technology transfer in the
form of best practices from throughout the global reach of the MNC to their subsidiaries
in all three countries.
Industry's adoption of best practices that actively harness workers' intellect in the use of
technology is crucial to foster the continued development of their skills. Best practices
that involve only the use of technology have tended to only promote automation at the
expense of any individual craftsmanship, deskilling the worker into an extension of the
industrial machine. On the other hand, the creation of large factories of semi-skilled
workers, who are not exposed to new technology, may ensure increased employment,
but lead to the commoditization of labor and prevent the skilling of labor to international
standards. The balance can only be achieved by a proper leveraging of the workers'
intellect in a modern, technology-driven environment.
Brazil is distinguished in that it does have some fledging signs of these jobs being
created. It has also become a center for process development and engineering design
for the Latin American region, greatly increasing the development of skills for a niche
group of professionals. On the factory floor, Ford's new plant in Camagari is an example
of how an cutting-edge automated modular manufacturing plant, where multiple trades
are working in close proximity, can lead to enhanced job skills when combined with a
variety of tasks and processes:
"... a group of Visteon Corp. workers connect the wiring in a dashboard module

for a Ford EcoSport. Next to them, Lear Corp. employees are building seats for
the same vehicle. A few feet away, Ford's Diede Silva dos Santos applies trim to
a Fiesta subcompact. She's mastered seven jobs at the plant and is working on
an eighth. 'Ifyou do different jobs, it's more interesting,'... 'It gives me a chance
to expand my knowledge. (It) makes me a more valuable employee, too, so that I
will have a future here.'... 'It's a good arrangement,' said Mauro Ribeiro Leite of
Atlas Copco AB, a Swedish company that maintains production at Camagari. It

gives us more flexibility, and we're better able to understand the customer's
needs.' "

Number of Jobs
Before trade liberalization, individual countries tended to support independent assembly
or production operations in order to meet market demands while avoiding import tariffs.
The current free-market environment has permitted the consolidation of manufacturing
between Argentina and Brazil and between Mexico and the United States to achieve
greater economies of scale and integration of the supply chain. This consolidation
eliminates "redundancies" in the automotive labor pool, increasing industry productivity
by reducing factory worker employment. Remaining workers, especially in Argentina
and Brazil, have had the opportunity to broaden their abilities through their participation
in lean manufacturing and the kaizen philosophy and exposure to modern technologies
and processes.
As can be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 10, employment levels between automotive
vehicle assembly plants and parts/assembly plants are at near parity in both Brazil and
Argentina, with Brazil consistently employing 6 times more individuals than Argentina.
Mexico follows a different employment behavior than its Latin American neighbors. It
consistently employs twice as many individuals in assembly plants than in
parts/accessory factories. This seems to confirm the view held by many individuals in
the automotive industry that while countries such as Brazil have become lean through
automation and streamlining of personnel, Mexico has consistently been employing
more individuals for similar processes.
Mexico has taken an alternative approach that involves less automation, but greater
numbers of employees. A possible explanation of this behavior is that there has been

8 Bryce

G. Hoffman, FORD'S TEST BED: Brazil's CamaCari plant is model for the future 22 August 2007, The Detroit
News, 26 April 2010 <http://detnews.com/article/20070822/AUTO01/708220407>.

an unusually harmonious historical relationship between Mexican unions in the
automotive industry and the government. Another alternative explanation is that,
compared to Brazil and Argentina, Mexico may have a lower level of technology transfer
absorptive capacity, preventing it from fully assimilating new technology in production.
Figure 10 - Ratio of Employment in Motor Vehicle Assembly to Parts/Accessories
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This observation of differences in employment ratios represents a tradeoff that
continues to exist in traditional manufacturing industries. The adoption of advanced
technology, such as what has occurred in Brazil and Argentina, often leads to increased
automation that reduces total employment. The remaining employees, exposed to the
new technologies and processes, when given the opportunity to learn, are able to gain
new skills. By contrast, Mexican autoworkers work in a less automated environment, but
potentially are more "protected" from technological displacement and ensuing
automation.
This tradeoff does not exist in knowledge-based employment, where technology is
normally leveraged directly to advance the capabilities of the worker and of the firm. As
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more possible tasks are developed, additional need for workers is created. Once design
operations are established in an industry, in a healthy economy, it tends to be a
reinforcing process resulting in increases in employment.
Figure 11 - Employment in Motor Vehicle Assembly and Parts/Accessories
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Wages
In addition to the reduction of employment in manufacturing through the pursuit of
greater efficiencies of scale, recent events have confirmed that global market forces
introduced locally through participation by automotive MNCs actually leads to the strong
potential for a "race to the bottom" in the commoditization of labor. This phenomena has
been observed in the following industry activities:
Worker unions in Mexico agreeing to a 50% drop in hourly wages for new
workers from US$ 4.50 to US$ 2.25 in order to secure production of the Ford
Fiesta. This agreement was forced upon the Mexican unions by the American
Union of Auto Workers (UAW) agreeing to half the hourly rater of their new hires
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from US$14.20 to US$ 7.10 in an attempt to lure manufacturing jobs back into
the depressed American market. 9
Shift of production from the traditional Brazilian industrial center Sao Paulo where
the average car worker wages are R$1,500 a month, to provinces such as Fiat
Minas Gerais with an average wage of R$800, or Resende with an even lower
monthly wage of R$600. 10

The relentless pursuit of economies of scale in production, combined with the flexibility
of a global supply chain, lowering of trade barriers, and the resulting transitory
commoditization of labor present a serious doubt that the industry can present a
significant quantity of secure jobs that provide a competitive wage.

Purchasing Power
As Table 10 indicates, there seems to be no direct relationship between automotive
MNC activity and the overall purchasing power of the citizenry of each nation under
study. It appears that Brazil, while heavily focused of economic expansion in many
industries, is dysfunctional in having this advancement be reflected in an advancing
standard of living for all its citizens. Certainly, the construction of plants in depressed
areas helps local citizens by providing some sort of wage, but is it a "living wage"? The
unions in Sao Paulo would argue it is not.
A comparison of the three studied nations' Gross National Income, corrected for
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), as shown in Table 10 provides some insight as to the
current purchasing power of these nations when compared to averages for their region
and world averages. Mexico and Argentina, with a global ranking of
9 Glenn

7 5th

and 76 th, have

Brooks, Mexico: Cuautitlan plant union slashes hourly wage to US$2.25 to secure Ford Fiesta production, 5
June 2008, 24 April 2010 <http://www.automotiveworld.com/news/manufacturing/68670-mexico-cuautitlanpla nt-u nion-slashes-hou rly-wage-to-us-2-25-to-secu re-ford-fiesta-production>.
1 Reuters, Mexican Volkswagen Plant Workers Strike Over Labor Wages, 19 August 2009, Motor Trend, 24 April
2010 <http://wot.motortrend.com/6571767/industry-news/mexican-volkswagen-plant-workers-strike-over-laborwages/index.html>.

superior purchasing power compared to Latin America and would be considered to be
above the global average for high middle class. Brazil continues to lag behind these two
other nations in 95th place. Even more disconcerting, its PPP corrected income lies just
below the regional average for Latin America. This is another indication that Brazil's
economic growth is not benefitting a large percentage of its population.
Table 10 - Gross National Income per Capita - Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
Nation / Region
world Total Average
World - High
World - High Middle
world - Low Middle
World - Low
Latin America and Caribbean

PPP (international
dollars)

World
Ranking

Percent of World
Total Average PPP

Percent of Latin
America
PPP

10,342

-

-

-

37,193
12,214
4,593
1,355
10,318

-

360.47%
118.38%
44.51%
13.13%
-

359.63%
118.10%
44.41%
13.10%
99.77%

97.69%
138.98%
135.69%

97.47%
138.66%
135.37%

95
10,080
Brazil
75
14,340
Mexico
76
14,000
Argentina
Source and Calculated from: (International Monetary Fund), 2009.

Worker Health and Safety
The conditions of health and safety in manufacturing plants in Latin America continue to
be a source of concern. According to a Mexican safety inspection of 8 domestic
automotive plants: 1
- 80% of the auto parts plants had OSHA recordable violations.
- All plants lacked hazard-specific safety programs.
- 42% of workers reported hand/arm pain.
- There was a consistent lack of proper safety guarding of machinery.
* 6 out of 8 plants did not have adequate emergency exits.
* Either there was a lack of proper safety signs or it was only written in English.

Tim Morse, "International Occupational Health & Safety," - Spring 2002, Supercourse - Epidemiology, the
Internet and Global Health, 5 May 2010 <www.bibalex.org/supercourse/supercourseppt/8011-9001/8271.ppt>.
Slides 27-33.

- 6 out of 8 plants had factory noise above 90dB, yet there was no enforced use of
provided hearing protection.
- There was the presence of lead, silica, solvents, and welding gases, and
respirators were used incorrectly.
While Mexico does possess health and safety committees, there is little consequence
for violation of safety regulations. The key gap in Mexico exists in the proper
enforcement of national policy.
By contrast to Mexico, which has health and safety policy that is simply not enforced,
Brazil lacks the policies for union representation that would pressure health and safety
in industry. Brazilian policy contains significant gaps with regard to guarantee of labor
representation, which potentially could prevent effective accountability of an employer
towards its workers. Its government has only ratified some of the International Labor
Organization (ILO) Conventions associated with worker freedom of association.12
Additionally, the Brazilian constitution does not provide for the guarantee for proper
enforcement of freedom of association:
"According to Brazilian expert H6lio Zylberstajn, Article 8 of the Brazilian
constitution does provide for the freedom of association for trade unions.
However, the same article stipulates that not more than one trade union should
be present in the same 'territorial basis' and that the smallest territorial basis
should be the municipality. In other words, the constitution explicitly refers to
freedom of association, but it does not provide for it."13

As a result, it is estimated only 20% of Brazilian industrial workers are formally
unionized.

However, these unions typically perform collective bargaining for all

workers, both union and non-union, in industry-wide agreements, but are not permitted
to address day-to-day affairs.

Kaia Philips and Raul Eamets, Impact of globalisation on industrial relations in the EU and other major economies
(Dublin: European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2007). pp. 13.
Ibid. pp. 13.
Ibid. pp. 19.
12

It has been noted that there has been some efforts at increased health and safety
procedures as pertaining to process improvements. The philosophy is that "Ahealthy
worker is a more productive worker". The fact that global attention is more focused on
these nations due to their economic advancement has pressured MNCs to pay closer
attention to these issues or at least to publicize their policies more often.

Job Satisfaction
Once considered a "privileged" working class during the protectionist ISI period of the
1960s for having the opportunity to work for a foreign company in a protected market,
automobile workers in traditional industrial cities have since felt disenfranchised by their
multinational employers. This dissatisfaction has manifested itself in a series of unionsponsored automotive worker strikes in these nations during the past 10 years, focused
in the regions around Sdo Paulo, Mexico City and Cordoba.
This adversarial give-and-take among the unions, workers, and employers have forced
MNCs to reconsider their regional sourcing strategies and to degrade the importance of
plants that have militant union activity. Accordingly, MNCs have build new automotive
plants and respective supplier plants in economically depressed regions of these
nations away from the traditional base of militant trade unions, such as in Volkswagen's
move to Resende,15 Fiat's move to Minas Gerais,16 or Ford's move to Bahia. This shift
of production away from locations of union representation could signify a danger for
future equitable representation of labor and their influence on improving working
conditions.

Jose Ricardo Ramalho and Marco Aurelio Santana, THE VW's MODULAR SYSTEM, REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
WORKERS' ORGANISATION IN RESENDE, BRAZIL Research, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro:
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, 2001).
16 Ibid.
is
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But is union representation a prerequisite for proper job satisfaction? While unions have
formed to represent the interests of labor, it is nonexistent for most white-collar
professions. It may not be as relevant for more knowledge-based jobs.
There is evidence that traditional union representation poses a hindrance to the
advancement of job satisfaction in a changing work environment. This phenomenon is
most clearly seen in the increased adoption of modular assembly in macro production
plants, principally in Brazil. 17 It is true that an increase in automation in a manufacturing
facility does tend to reduce a factory's workforce, as claimed by labor union
representatives. However, with proper management, the remaining employees in these
factories are engaged in the process in a more meaningful way, leading to enhanced job
satisfaction.
A model of this new, more engaged, worker can be seen in Ford's modular
manufacturing plant in Camagari, Brazil:
"... it is also one of the most advanced automobile plants in the world. It is more

automated than many of Ford's U.S. factories, and leaner and more flexible than
any other Ford facility... Ford sources said it is the sort of plant the company
wants in the United States, were it not for the United Auto Workers, which has
historically opposed such extensive supplier integration on the factory floor... The
entire operation, including suppliers, employs about 9,000 workers. The average
age is just 26, and nearly half are women. Most have no industrial experience
when they hire on at Camagari, so each worker receives about 900 hours of
training... Unlike many U.S. auto plants, where workers' responsibilities are
strictly limited to specific job classifications, workers like Silva dos Santos are
encouraged to learn as many different skills as possible... Jobs at the plant are
highly sought after in this region, known for its rampant unemployment, which
officially stands at about 25 percent. The best work most of Ford's employees
hoped for before the plant was built were low wage jobs in Salvador's tourist
industry... The country's main autoworkers union initially opposed the plant, but
has come to see the value of this new production model. 'In the beginning, we
were very concerned about the new plant in Bahia, but now we recognize the
importance of that plant in keeping (Ford's other Brazilian plant) alive,' said union
leader Jos6 Lopez Feij6o. 'The Bahia products were vital to reviving the Ford

Bryce G. Hoffman, FORD'S TEST BED: Brazil's CamaCari plant is model for the future, 22 August 2007, The Detroit
News, 26 April 2010 <http://detnews.com/article/20070822/AUTO01/708220407>.
1
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brand in the country.'... the union is eager to ensure that work reserved for the
higher paid Ford employees is not being done by lower wage supplier staff."18

The message from the experience in Camagari is clear. Autoworkers in the developing
world, in an innovative learning environment, are able to not only earn a better wage,
but also able to learn new tasks along the manufacturing line. A key step to be able to
achieve this goal includes all stakeholders to not become too entrenched in formulaic
views and approaches to these challenges. Industry must realize that the should not
only address the enhancement of manufacturing productivity, but empower the worker
to more fully use their intellect.

18

Ibid.
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Environmental Footprint Reduction from Employment
The concept of establishing a sustainable balance of reduced environmental footprint
and full employment seems to be a conflict of fundamental concepts. However, The
International Journal of Environment, Work, and Employment since 1994 published
articles to address how to achieve this balance. Some of the proposed strategies
include: 19

Selective ecological taxation that attaches tariffs to ecologically harmful activities
while providing financial incentives for incorporation of environmentally friendly
activities.
Nicholas A.Ashford and R. P.Hall, Technology, Globalization, and Sustainable Development (Working Draft,
2009). Chapter 5, pp. 56.
19
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- Creation of secure and ecologically sensitive employment for workers displaced
by industry downsizing or automation.
- Creation of a base income to remunerate household and volunteer work, which
had previously not directly been reflected in the national economy.
The participation of these nations into trade agreements, such as the MERCOSUR and
NAFTA, which do not have explicit clauses to establish concrete metrics to measure
and guidelines for enforcement of environmental protection. This has posed additional
pressures for economic expansion and increase of the environmental footprint.
From the perspective of the automotive industry, the only cases of intentional linking of
a reduction of environmental footprint and employment is the development in Brazil of
alternative fuels, such as ethanol, for use by automobiles and the integration of ecodesign in the automotive design process. Unfortunately, the development of ethanol as
an alternative has proven to not be truly effective to reduce the environmental footprint
from an overall system standpoint although it contributes to energy independence. The
very activity of developing ethanol as an alternative fuel implies the need to construct
additional industrial facilities and applying additional pressures on farmers to clear
additional virgin territory for production of additional ethanol. The increased demand for
food crops due to their use in alternative fuels also serve to increase commodity prices
for these crops, providing additional pressures on populations relying on the purchase of
these crops for food.
Eco-design, while showing the promise of expansion of employment in an
environmentally friendly perspective, has not yet been implemented at a sufficient scale
to be a significant influence in the system.
A challenge is presented to the balance of industry and agriculture in the expansion of
the auto sector from the traditional industrial cities of these nations into rural areas,
locations that have previously seen only agricultural development. These new plants,

while providing a source of revenue for an economically depressed population, carries
the possibility of a toxic environmental footprint if unmanaged by corporate governance,
union activity, or enforcement of comprehensive government policy. However, the
advent of additional automation processes, lean practices, and the construction of
modern facilities as part of the new investments in Brazil, does serve to promote at least
a slower growth of the environmental footprint, but it has not resolved the paradox of
advancing industrial employment without increasing environmental footprint growth.

Effect of Environmental Policies on Employment
As mentioned previously, the automotive industry has not been a major pioneer in
environmental policies that impact the environment at the factory level or in the creation
of green jobs.
There are minor scattered creations of knowledge-focused jobs that are focused on
creating and managing eco-designs for recyclability or in the design of alternative fuel
vehicles in Brazil and Mexico. However, these positions are not significant in
comparison to the quantity of labor engaged in factory production.
Infact, it has been observed in Mexico that the addition of increasingly stringent
pollution control policies has not led to the improvement of existing plants, but to either
the consolidation of old plants into a more efficient plant, or the relocation of plants to
areas that have higher levels of permitted pollution.
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Analysis Summary
Table 11 - Ashford Sustainability Framework Alignment Summary
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VI - EMPLOYMENT AND ENVIRONMENT LINKAGES
Environmental Footprint Reduction from Employment
Effect of Environmental Policies on Employment
Note:

A Five Point Scale is Used: - -, -, 0, +, + +

Uncertain classifications are surrounded by ()

Strengths
The primary strengths of automotive industry activity towards sustainable development
in all three countries focus on the following factors where they have had consistently
positive influence:
- (111)
Improvement in Competitiveness and the Use of Capital

- (111) Economic Changes from Labor and Capital Changes
- (IV) Foreign Direct Investment
- (V)

Development of Employee Skills

- (V)

Employee Job Satisfaction

These strengths show a strong alignment with the primary activities of automotive
MNCs, first order direct effects on the automotive MNC manufacturing system, the
efficient production of vehicles through the effective leveraging of FDI, and domestically
available capital. Advancement of lean production management systems combined with
the standardization of domestic industry processes have served to improve some more
secondary system factors associated with the skill set and satisfaction of employees.
Weaknesses
The primary weaknesses of automotive industry activity towards sustainable
development in all three countries focus on the factors where they have had consistently
negative or neutral influences:
- (I)
Pollution Reduction
- (I)

Climate Change Prevention

- (I)
- (II)

Ecosystem Disruption Prevention
Industrial Development and Environment Processes
Trade and Environment Processes

- (V)

Employee Wages

- (V)

Purchasing Power

- (V)

Worker Health and Safety

- (VI)

Environmental Footprint Reduction through Employment

- (VI)

Employment from Environmental Policy

- (II)

These factors reflect many higher-level system effects that are outside the direct
activities of the MNC. Therefore, the weaknesses strongly, but not exclusively, are
issues in sustainable development that require not only action from industry, but also
from government policy and regional governance.
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Mixed Results

There are a number of factors that show mixed results across the three nations under
study:
- (1)Resource Preservation

Argentina and Mexico - Negative
Brazil - Neutral

- (II) Investment and the Environment

Argentina - Neutral
Brazil - Positive
Mexico - Negative

* (II) Regulation of Health, Safety, Environment Argentina and Mexico - Negative
Brazil - Positive

- (Ill) Financing of Growth and Development

Argentina - Neutral
Brazil and Mexico - Positive

- (IV) International Division of Labor

Argentina - Neutral
Brazil - Negative
Mexico - Positive

- (IV) Nature of Work

Argentina and Brazil - Positive
Mexico - Neutral

- (V)Job Security

Argentina - Negative
Brazil and Mexico - Positive

(V)Number of Jobs

Argentina - Negative
Brazil and Mexico - Positive
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What governs the differences among these nations seem to be a combination of the
following factors:
- Level of Industrial Development and Alignment with International Requirements.
- Level of Technology Transfer Focused Activities, such as R&D or Engineering
Design.
- Level of Automation in Manufacturing.
- Level of Activity in New Environmentally-friendly Activities.
- Position of Nation in Free Trade Agreement Balance of Trade and Investment.
- Centrality of Nation Industry Activity to the Corporate Strategy and Image of the
MNC.

The Emergence of Causal Relationships Across the "Pillars of Sustainability"
The creation of a system dynamics model to thoroughly study behaviors of this complex
system is a possible future work associated with the topics addressed in this thesis. A
brief study of some of the observed relationships among the components of the Ashford
sustainability framework will now be made as a call to action for future System
Dynamics modelers.
There are important conclusions that can be made with regard to the causal
relationships among the different components of the Ashford sustainability framework.
The states of Components 1,111, and V, are the direct result of the balance of influences
among industry, government policy/enforcement, and representative groups, such as
worker unions. Components II, IV,and VI, are the pathways or processes that directly
influence their adjacent components. Their effectiveness in aligning their neighboring
sectors are directly related to the relative strengths of the primary entities influencing the
processes.

Three components tend to appear as concretely measureable "end states" for the total
sustainability system:
-

Component I - Environment

In most modern states, the primary influencer of the environment is the
government or associated non-governmental agencies. The automotive industry
is primarily ineffective in making significant impacts to the measures within this
component. While some innovative processes carry the promise of addressing
some of these weaknesses, they have not yet reached a level of neither maturity
nor industry adoption in Latin America to yet be effective system-wide. The
record of ineffective government environmental policy and/or enforcement in
Latin America has left this sector largely negatively impacted by industry activity.
-

Component Ill - Economy

Industry, when aligned with government industrial policy, is the primary influencer
of these measures. This is the single component in which the automotive industry
has consistently been the greatest benefit to Latin America. While apparently
beneficial, this component of the system, due in part to Latin American industrial
policy's focus on industrial development, has resulted in an imbalance in the
overall system.
- Component V - Employment

This component's primary influencer tends to be nebulous. In some
circumstances, with ineffective union representation and government policy,
industry has been dominant. In other cases, strong union representation has led
to a retrenchment of industry activity and influence. When compared to the
factors in Components I and 111, the factors associated with employment are
relatively transitory. Accordingly, the assessment the automobile of Employment
in Latin America are mixed among its nations and measures.

The other three components of the framework, 11, IV,and VI, appear to be resultant
processes of the relative influence and level of development in its neighboring
components:
Component 11- Economy and Environment
These processes represent how government environmental and trade policy
aligns with industrial/economic policy and industry action. As can be seen in
Figure 12, the four factors constituting this section indicate a strong imbalance
towards industrial policy and economic advancement at the expense of
environmental preservation. The factors of trade, investment, and regulation have
shown some transition towards more environmental friendly strategies, but these
changes are isolated and not yet systemic. Industrial development, a more
structural, entrenched relationship, still reflects the traditional Latin American
policy for over 50 years of a priority given to industrial advancement at the
expense of environment.
Figure 12 - Environment and Economy Balance
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT

Economy

Environment
TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT
Environment

Economy
INVESTMENT AND ENVIRONMENT
Economy

Environment

REGULATION OF HEALTH, SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENT
Economy

Environment

Component IV - Economy and Employment
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These processes reflect the balance between economic advancement and
processes that indirectly influence the present and future employment
opportunities for workers. While reflecting a legacy of being dominated by the
interests of industry and industrial policy, there are promising advancements
towards a more balanced process that benefits both parties. The adoption of
innovative policies that empower workers and facilitate on the job learning shows
that the nature of work, while still focused on industry and economics, is starting
to benefit the worker more. The fact that these processes of learning are
occurring and that Latin America is becoming a greater focus of global
automotive production and design is also starting to upskill workers and shift the
international division of labor slightly towards employment, while still primarily
benefitting industry.

Figure 13 - Economy and Employment Balance
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOR

Employment

Economy
NATURE OF WORK

Employment

Economy
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

Economy

Employment

- Component VI - Employment and Environment

The lack of effective government environmental policy or industrial policy that
considers environmental impacts are serious gaps in implementing equitable
processes involving employment and the environment. There is minimal progress
made on these issues. The only progress made, on environmental footprints from

employment, is primarily due to limited efforts to start to effect design, including
eco-design processes, which do not have the environmental impacts that exist
with factory production.

Figure 14 - Employment and Environment Balance
ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT FROM EMPLOYMENT
Employ nent

Environment
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES ON EMPLOYMENT

Employmentd-

Environment
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CHAPTER 7 - RECOMMENDATIONS
This final chapter aims to present policy recommendations that may assist to mitigate
many of the negative and mixed impacts currently attributed to the automotive industry
in Argentina, Brazil, and Latin America.
Referring to the conclusions of Chapter 6, Table 12 summarizes the issues to be
addressed by recommendations on policy.
Table 12 - Summary of Strengths, Weaknesses, and Mixed Impacts of Auto MNCs
STRENGTHS

" Improvement in

Competitiveness and the

MIXED

- Resource Preservation

- Pollution Reduction

- Investment and the

- Climate Change Prevention

Use of Capital
- Economic Changes from
Labor and Capital Changes

WEAKNESSES

Environment
*

Regulation of Health,
Safety, Environment

- Foreign Direct Investment

- Financing of Growth and

- Development of Employee

Development
- International Division of
Labor
- Nature of Work

Skills
* Employee Job Satisfaction

* Job Security
* Number of Jobs

- Ecosystem Disruption
Prevention
- Industrial Development and
Environment Processes
- Trade and Environment
Processes
Employee Wages
- Purchasing Power

*

Worker Health and Safety
- Environmental Footprint
*

Reduction through
Employment
- Employment from
Environmental Policy
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Recommendation 1 - Promote Holistic Policies in Government Ministries
A logical first step in any attempt to gain desirable benefits from a complex system such
as the automotive industry is a thorough understanding of the broad system impacts of
any policy decision. Starting with this perspective, an attempt can be made to address
effective recommendations.
For instance, the entrance of Brazil into the MERCOSUR in the early 1990s led to an
intended increase in automotive industrial development and trade. However, the lack of
established, enforced, and measureable standards with regard to environmental
impacts have led to the overall supply chain to use the environment for short-term
financial gain. This has led to increased resource depletion and abuse of labor at the far
end of the raw material part of the supply chain.
The application of systems engineering principles requires that all potential stakeholder
perspectives be considered when developing national and regional policy. Inthe
example above, the Minister of Development, Industry and Trade would need to closely
consult with other ministries, such as the Ministers of Labor, Environment, Science and
Technology, Agrarian Development, and National Integration, among others, in order to
formulate comprehensive policies to address these complex issues.

Recommendation 2 - Establish National Environmental Accounting System
A developing nation must make the most sustainable use of its existing factor
endowments in order to foster development of new, complementary factor endowments.
If the developing nation has a surplus of agriculture, this surplus can be traded in a
number of ways with developed nations. Capital from trade could be used for
development of social and industrial infrastructure, such as agricultural colleges, roads
and irrigation, permitting national competitiveness or technological products, such as
agricultural machinery, that directly foster enhanced use of factor endowments. National
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policy, such as Costa Rica's should be considered to require organizations to implement
remediation policies for whatever impact they may make to the environment.
One of the first tasks in any well-managed project is to establish a framework by which
the key metrics of a project, such as budget or schedule or scope are to be measured. A
consistent weakness across most nations is the lack of a policy mechanism to properly
account for the quantity and types of national resources that exist in their ecosystem.
Without this accounting, it is impractical to assess the current state of environmental
resources and understand the level of its "stocks and flows" and how they dynamically
change based on trade and industrial policy.
There has been some progress in establishing international standards to measure
environmental impacts of economic and industrial policy. Since 1993, the United
Nations has developed the Statistical Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA)
standard. According to UN documents:
"It will provide an internationally agreed set of recommendations expressed in
terms of concepts, definitions, classifications, accounting rules and standard
tables in order to obtain international comparability of environmental-economic
accounts and related statistics. The revised SEEA is designed for analysis,
decision taking and policy-making, whatever the industrial structure or stage of
economic development reached by a country uses. "

Additionally, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development outlines several
responsibilities governments have towards their citizens:
"Principle 2... States have... the responsibility to ensure that activities within their
jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or
of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction...
Principle 3 - The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet
developmental and environmental needs of present and future generations...
Principle 4... environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the
development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it...

United Nations Statistics Division, "Environmental-Economic Accounting," - - 2010, Environmental-Economic
Accounting. 5 May 2010 <http://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/EnvAccBrochureFINAL1.pdf>.
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Principle 13 - States shall develop national law regarding liability and
compensation for the victims of pollution and other environmental damage.
States shall also cooperate in an expeditious and more determined manner to
develop further international law regarding liability and compensation for adverse
effects of environmental damage caused by activities within their jurisdiction or
control to areas beyond their jurisdiction...
Principle 17 - Environmental impact assessment, as a national instrument, shall
be undertaken for proposed activities that are likely to have a significant adverse
impact on the environment and are subject to a decision of a competent national
authority." 2

While these principles point in the right direction, national governments must require
adoption of appropriate accounting practices and holistic assessment of system-wide
environmental impacts.
This will be a challenging task for any nation. Costa Rica had pioneered this effort in
developing a system that held industry accountable for their impacts throughout the
ecological supply chain, to great acclaim. 3 Early efforts from 1989-1991, supported by
the International Development Research Centre aimed to:
"... develop physical resource accounts for each sector based on available data.

These accounts were designed to record and identify the sources of either an
increase in or depletion of the stock. The second step was to assign economic
values to the resources using appropriate economic evaluation principles that
allowed for the availability or unavailability of data. The physical accounts and
economic values were then combined and aggregated at the national level.
Finally, the completed natural resource accounts were used to adjust the
conventional national income aggregates to arrive at a net, rather than a gross,
national product. ... New techniques, such as remote sensing and satellite
imaging, were used to estimate changes in forest cover, mangrove area, and
other land uses. Both the data and analysis of the physical accounts were
detailed and systematic. The economic analysis also represented a significant
methodological advance, in that it used new bio-economic models for fisheries
accounts, and assigned consumptive versus non-consumptive use values for
mangrove accounts. ... The results confirmed that the national accounting
2 United

Nations Conference on Environment and Development, "Annex I - RIO DECLARATION ON ENVIRONMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT ," 3-14 June 1992, A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. 1)REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON
ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT. 5 May 2010 <http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126lannexl.htm>.
3 Nicholas A.Ashford and R.P. Hall, Technology, Globalization, and Sustainable Development (Working Draft,
2010). Chapter 3, pp. 38.
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system in Costa Rica is inadequate in its treatment of natural resources. The lack
of knowledge within both the private and public sectors of the many secondary
values of natural resources results in the wasteful destruction of important
environmental assets. The methodology developed in this study is useful in
confronting economic development issues realistically."4

Efforts like these, possibly assisted by international organizations, are crucial to allow
industrial and trade policy to address the issues and processes affecting the
environment and develop policies that both guide and foster industrial growth towards
sustainable development.

Recommendation 3 - Enforce Uniform Environmental Representation &
Requirements
Multinational corporations, due to their global presence, have an ability to transfer
capital investments as required to best take advantage of trade agreements, economic
incentives, or market opportunities.
All too often current treaties that were signed in the spirit of equitable benefits for all
signatory parties fail to meet truly sustainable objectives. Sometimes, as in the case of
the World Trade Organization (WTO), the focus of the treaty is on equitable trade from a
financial perspective and ignores social issues. Inothers, such as the NAFTA side
agreements, a conscious effort had been made in addressing legitimate concerns in
labor representation, education, and environmental protection. However, a lack of
comprehensive representation of all stakeholders in the preparation and enforcement of
the treaty has led to enacted treaties that are de facto neither comprehensive nor
executable as initially intended.
A regional authority should be established in each developing geographic region as
appropriate to strengthen the bonds among member nations, leverage and share their

International Development Research Centre, A National Account System for the Environment in Costa Rica, 15
June 1998, International Development Research Centre, 30 April 2010 <http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev-26994-201-1DOTOPIC.html>.
4
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individual factor endowments, and serve as a collective intermediary with other nations
and organizations in the world stage. These trans-disciplinary organizations, in
collaboration with national governments should:
- Serve as an agent to assist in establishing harmonization of laws and regulations
among regional nations
- Coordinate the proper shared use, exchange, and protection of natural resources
among regional nations using the precautionary principle as a guide
- Ensure that industrial and commercial infrastructure is equitably developed within
each nation and that these infrastructures collectively improve the outlook of the
region
- Market the collective factor endowments of regional nations, in a balanced
manner, to attract investment and other resources from outside regions and
nations.
- Coordinate the trade and capital flows with other regions and nations to ensure
sustainable environmental, developmental, and social goals are maintained or
strengthened
- Coordinate the equitable education of populations not only in academic learning,
but also in trade skills and civics so that they may become empowered and
motivated to take an active role in the destiny of their region and the world
- Advise national governments in best practices towards sustainability initiatives for
their country, the region, and ultimately globally
- Provide that committee members have independence from the influence or
member nation governments
These regional organizations should be coordinated globally through the tri-partite
international committees and with regional trade group representatives, such as NAFTA
or MERCOSUR. True comprehensive treaties that address sustainability must be
developed with representatives of not only signatory governments, but of labor
organizations, environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and industrial
and scientific groups. Furthermore, there should be equal representation from both the
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developed and developing world. Like the regional committees, the global international
committees shall have the autonomy to act independent of any national influence. If we
fail to take a holistic approach in preparation of international treaties, they will be
fundamentally flawed and possibly provide legal barriers that may hinder more effective
future measures. The United Nations may serve as a baseline for such an organization,
but it must avoid repeating the history of inaction that has plagued many UN initiatives.
As international and regional organizations harmonize sustainability requirements, the
MNCs will be forced to face the sustainability challenge head-on, or not be permitted to
operate. In an ecologically friendly industrial policy, national leaders must ensure that
their operations in the developing world meet established guidelines as to resource
usage and sustainable processes. For the privilege to invest in a region, MNCs must
reinvest most of their profits from regional production into projects to develop the
infrastructure and social systems of the developing nations. No longer will the MNCs be
allowed to focus on pure production of products for sale with reparation of profits, but on
the sustainable development of nations. Naturally, independent supervision of these
projects shall be made by national and regional authorities, or by development
organizations such as the World Bank.

Recommendation 4 - Foster Development of Technology Transfer
Neo-classical economic theory promotes the continuous expansion of markets,
encompassing increasing use of raw materials to support increasing production and
inevitably generating an increasing amount of waste. While this mindset was feasible
centuries ago when manufacturing growth was limited in scale due to both the
population of the day and the lack of industrialization, it is not a feasible operating
practice in today's globalized markets where billions of individuals are engaged in this
unsustainable loop either as individuals or through their businesses.
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Herman Daly suggests a conceptual solution to this dilemma in his description of Steady
State Economics (SSE) 5 . Inthis process, global development is able to occur without
growth, focusing on many of the non-monetary measures of progress, such as
knowledge and technology. While simplistic in concept, Daly does present an important
perspective in formulating and enacting policy that not development is economic growth.
The Rio Doctrine also emphasizes the importance of technology transfer towards
sustainable development:
"Principle 9 - States should cooperate to strengthen endogenous capacitybuilding for sustainable development by improving scientific understanding
through exchanges of scientific and technological knowledge, and by enhancing
the development, adaptation, diffusion and transfer of technologies, including
new and innovative technologies." 6

The MNC is a unique and useful conduit to effectively transfer technology, capital, and
labor skills from the developed to the developing world. Its intercontinental reach allows
the additional transfer of best practices from one part of the world to another. The MNCs
drive for profit and market share, if channeled properly, can serve as an effective driver
for sustainability.

Recommendation 5 - Establish Incentives to Foster Growth of Eco-Activities
A grave environmental and ecological danger lies in the callous disregard of the impact
of the developed world's consumerist activities and the linear manner by which industry
fulfills its needs. The pattern of behavior has traditionally been the harvesting of raw
materials, followed by production of products, followed by sales of product to the
consumer, and finally ending with disposal of the product by the consumer as waste. If

s Daly, Herman. "Steady-State Economics",

2 n Edition, Island Press, washington, DC, 1991
Nations Conference on Environment and Development, "Annex I - RIO DECLARATION ON ENVIRONMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT ," 3-14 June 1992, A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. I) REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON
ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 5 May 2010 <http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126lannexl.htm>.

6 United
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sustainability is to be achieved, it must follow some of the models set out by nature,
where one environmental processes' "waste" is reused in another environmental
process. Recycling policies are a start at minimizing waste, but are insufficient to
achieve true sustainability.
Future policies must consider the impacts to the workers within the economy as part of
an overall system. The innovative systemic changes required to achieve true
sustainability within the MNC can only be implemented by directly influencing corporate
strategy and governance. Worker representatives should not only participate in the
planning of the operations in manufacturing plants, but also represent the interests of
employees in defining and executing sustainable corporate strategies as a member of
the executive board of directors, leading to a more beneficial organization for all
stakeholders:
"As the level of cooperation between the parties rises, labor-management
relations become less adversarial. The result is stronger labor management
relations and solutions to problems that are more inventive and adaptive. By
focusing on problem solving, economic and social effects receive more attention,
and the technology is better utilized. When management and labor are
committed to solutions, the overall value of work is improved from which all
parties benefit." 7

Future policies must consider the entire ecosystem and innovative long term uses of
products in order to maximize either the recycling of products or its productive lifespan
to consumers. A means to maximize identified recycling/reuse opportunities and identify
the most ecologically conscious means of product design and production is to foster
trans-disciplinary education in universities. Society would gain great benefits when the
chemical engineer and other technical individuals learn about the ecological and
societal impacts of their work. Likewise, ecological protection campaigns would be much

Nicholas A.Ashford and Christine Ayers, "CHANGES AND OPPORTUNITIES INTHE ENVIRONMENT FOR
TECHNOLOGY BARGAINING," Notre Dame Law Review 62.5 (n.d.). pp. 857.
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more effective and relevant if the social worker or policy analyst were to better
understand the research, product development and manufacturing process.
We can see that the entire global ecosystem, to include humanities actions, are
inevitably part of the same interconnected system and cannot be addressed in an adhoc manner with half-measures. Problems in an all-encompassing system must be
addressed by comprehensive, multi-faceted solutions.
These solutions for sustainable development should not be left to future generations.
- Change begins with awareness of the current failings of the current system.
- This awareness drives the pursuit of knowledge of how to remedy these issues.
- Once a strategy has been derived, appropriate policies can be developed.
- Once formulated, effective policies require the conviction of all stakeholders for
proper execution.
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APPENDIX 1 - HISTORY OF AUTOMOBILE MNC BUSINESS ACTIVITY IN
ARGENTINA

Early Automobile Industry Activity in Argentina

Argentina was a leader in attracting some of the earliest efforts by automotive MNCs in
establishing foreign operations in Latin America.
Ford Motor Argentina S.A. became the first automotive MNC subsidiary in the region. In
1916, after initially focusing on the sale of imported assembled vehicles to the domestic
market, Ford decided to establish its first Latin American assembly plant in the La Boca
suburb of the national capital, Buenos Aires. By 1925, this plant had commenced
assembly of Model "T"vehicles from completely knocked down (CKD) pre-manufactured
kits sent from Ford's production plants in the United States.
Other American corporations soon followed Ford's lead. In 1925, General Motors
Argentina S.A. began operations in Buenos Aires, assembling Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
and Oakland automobiles and Chevrolet trucks. Chrysler followed shortly thereafter.
The domestic operations of automotive MNCs in Argentina, like all other motor vehicle
MNC ventures in Latin America before the end of World War II, were dominated by
American corporations with fully-owned foreign subsidiaries concentrated at the end of
the product value chain: final assembly and retail sales. Retail operations focused on
creating a market for the American automobile among the small, but relatively well-off
upper middle class and wealthy of Argentina.
Initial decisions by the MNCs to invest in assembly plants were primarily guided by an
interest in creating a sustainable, growing market for their vehicles. The source of a
large portion of an automotive manufacturer's revenue is from the sale of parts for their
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vehicles to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and aftermarket suppliers.' A key
step in capturing the potential revenues in the sale of parts in these markets was to
develop a customer following and a pool of vehicles in the country that will have a need
for replacement parts.
The MNC incentives in operating domestic assembly plants changed in 1931. Argentina
imposed tariffs on the importation of automobiles, but added tariff discounts for
importation of 30% for completely knocked down (CKD) and an additional 15% for semiknocked down (SKD) sets, respectively.2 With these additional tariffs in place, MNCs
had significant financial incentives in expanding domestic assembly operations in
Argentina.
The expansion of manufacturing operations in Argentina was limited by the available
infrastructure, both business and technological, that existed in the country. Furthermore,
the tariff structure supporting individual national automotive industries throughout Latin
America combined with a relatively limited market in each country prevented the
establishment of any significant economies of scale in production. As a result of these
limitations, there was no incentive in the 1930s and 1940s for foreign automotive MNCs
to establish any production operations beyond final assembly of vehicles.

Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI)
The Argentine domestic automotive business landscape began to drastically change in
1951 when the Juan Domingo Per6n government incorporated the automotive industry
into a system of industrial protection.
The establishment of domestic automobile production plants in Argentina quickly
followed the enactment of government policy establishing a protected automobile
1Jack Baranson, Automotive Industries in Developing Countries (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969). pp. 19.
2 Rhys Owen Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1977). pp. 49.
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market in 1951. That same year, the first automobile company to begin domestic
production was the State Aeronautic and Mechanical Industries (Industrias Aeronauticas
y Meccnicas del Estado - lAME), later renamed in 1956 the National Aeronautics
Research and Manufacturing Directorate (Direccion Nacional de Fabricacion y
investigaci6nAeronautica - DINFIA). lAME / DINFA was a state-owned conglomerate
of aircraft and automobile factories.
European automotive MNCs, wishing to enter South American markets that have been
dominated by American assembly plants, soon followed IAME's lead in establishing
domestic production plants. In 1952, Mercedes-Benz Argentina established their first
factory outside of Germany in San Martin. This was quickly followed by the construction
of a second plant in Gonzalez Catan in 1953.
By the late 1950s, there was still limited MNC domestic production activity. As can be
seen in Table 13, by 1959, there were already six corporations producing motor vehicles
in Argentina. However, 74.6% of motor vehicle production was concentrated in one
producer, Industrias Kaiser Argentina. Argentina's state owned enterprise, DINFIA, was
the nation's second largest producer at 12.2%.

Table 13 - 1959 Argentina Automotive Producers and Parent MNCs
Production
Share
1959
Industrias Kaiser Argentina S.A.
74.6%
D.I.N.F.I.A.
12.2%
Isard Argentina S.A.
5.0%
Metalmecanica S.A.
3.4%
Mercedes-Benz Argentina S.A.
2.5%
Ford Motor Argentina S.A.
2.3%
Source Data: (Automobile Manufacturers Association),
Argentina Automotive Producer

Parent Company
Kaiser
State Owned Enterprise
Hans Glass
BMW
Daimner-Benz
Ford Motor Company
pp. 70, (Montero)

MNC Nationality
Germany I France
West Germany
West Germany
west Germany
United States

In order to foster greater MNC participation in domestic manufacture, the Argentine
government passed legislation to both attract additional foreign investment and restrict
importation of manufactured goods. Law 14,780/1958 encouraged MNC foreign
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investment in the form of equipment, patents, and immaterial goods necessary to
establish domestic production. Law 3,693/1959 established increasing minimum
domestic production content requirements for motor vehicles 4

Table 14 - Argentina Decree 3693/1959
Domestically Manufactured Motor Vehicle Content by Weight
1960
1961
Commercial Vehicles
55%
60%
Automobiles
190 - 750 cc Engines
55%
60%
750 - 1,500 cc Engines
60%
65%
1,500 - 2,500 cc Engines
65%
70%
Greater Than 2,500 cc Engines
70%
75%
Other Vehicles
80%
85%
Source Data: (Montero), Argentina Decree 3,693 / 1959

1962
65%

1963
70%

1964
80%

65%
70%
75%
80%
90%

75%
80%
85%
85%
95%

90%
90%
90%
90%
95%

These rigorous demands, which could not be met through assembly of knocked down or
semi-knocked down units, forced automotive MNCs to either invest to expand domestic
manufacturing operations beyond final assembly or abandon the Argentine motor
vehicle market
By 1960, an additional 7 corporations had begun domestic manufacturing. By 1966, as
shown in Table 15, there was a greater diversity of MNCs engaged in production.
The establishment of domestic motor vehicle production led to the MNC internalization
and modernization of auto parts manufacture, eventually overtaking the Argentine auto
parts sector. At the outset of the 1960s, the lack of sufficiently developed domestic
manufacturing technology still forced MNCs to warehouse imported parts.5 Inorder to
satisfy increasingly stringent domestic manufacturing quotas, MNCs were forced to
3 Rhys Owen Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America (New
York: Praeger Publishers, 1977). pp. 54

4 Rhys Owen Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1977). pp. 54.
Ana Maria Catalano and Marta S. Novick, "The Argentine Automotive Industry: Redefining Production Strategies,
Markets, and Labor Relations," John P.Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile
Industry (London: M.E. Sharpe, 1998). pp. 34.
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internalize automotive part manufacturing. For instance, in 1963, Industrias Kaiser
Argentina, the largest domestic automobile producer at the time, built an axle and
transmission manufacturing plant to support their operations.6 The effect of MNC activity
can be observed in the increase of the production value of domestically produced parts
from 26.3% in 1960 to nearly 50% in 1965.7

Table 15 - 1966 Argentina Automotive Producers and Parent MNCs
Argentina Automotive Producer

Production
Share

Parent Company

MNC Nationality

1966

Industrias Kaiser Argentina S.A.
22.3%
Fiat Concord S.A.
20.2%
Ford Motor Argentina S.A.
17.0%
General Motors Argentina S.A.
12.0%
Chrysler-Fevre S.A.
8.0%
I.A.F.A.
6.1%
Siam Di Tella Automotores S.A.
5.3%
Citroen Argentina S.A.
3.5%
Industria Automotriz Sana Fe S.A.
2.6%
D.I.N.F.I.A.
1.5%
Mercedes-Benz Argentina S.A.
1.3%
Metalmecanica S.A.
<0.5%
Source Data: (Automobile Manufacturers Association),

Kaiser
Fiat
Ford Motor Company
General Motors
Chrysler
Peugeot
British Motor Corporation
Citroin
Auto Union (Volkswagen Group)
State Owned Enterprise
Daimner-Benz
BMW
(Montero)

Germany / France
Italy
United States
United States
United States
France
United Kingdom
France
West Germany
-

West Germany
West Germany

Jack Baranson, Automotive Industries in Developing Countries (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969). pp. 44.
Ana Maria Catalano and Marta S. Novick, "The Argentine Automotive Industry: Redefining Production Strategies,
Markets, and Labor Relations," John P.Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile
Industry (London: M.E. Sharpe, 1998). pp. 34.
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Table 16 - Argentina Automotive Production - 1959 to 1966
1959

Chrysler Argentina
Citrogen Argentina

D..N.F.I.A.
Fiat Concord
Ford Motor Argentina

3,964
737

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

4,330

7,382

10,028

8,258

10,484

16,163

968

4,229

5,422

3,313

6,947

4,645

6,214

3,704
4,272
11,767

3,243
11,389
13,441

3,743
14,185
11,767

4,226
18,544
9,110

3,867
23,397
26,825

3,266
28,868
30,424

2,646
36,303
30,459

11966

14,376

General Motors Argentina

11,056

13,457

12,063

9,146

19,322

25,212

21,596

I.A.F.A. (Peugeot S.A.)
Industria Automotriz Sana

1,912

5,000

8,812

8,406

2,693

6,647

11,013

Fe

904

3,050

4,075

3,437

6,020

5,494

4,735

Industrias Kaiser Argentina
Isard Argentina
Mercedes-Benz Argentina
Metalmecanica
Siam Di Tella Automotores

24,151
1,624
804
1,090

33,205
3,940
2,566
3,425
4,102

42,201
5,170
3,700
4,441
14,082

39,987
5,601
2,387
1,914
7,146

27,684
2,287
1,648
260
8,503

50,042
2,368
2,222
158
11,676

56,625
539
3,075
457
13,110

40,085
0
2,403
30
9,593

TOTAL PRODUCTION

32,370

86,151

130,785

127,130

104,822

166,021

194,525

179,453

Source Data: (Automobile Manufacturers Association), pp. 70

By 1965, the Argentine automotive industry, under the restrictions of ISI government
protection, had expanded significantly. Domestic production had increased over five-fold
since 1959. Imported vehicles and chassis had decreased from 17,743 in 1956 to
1,4618 The number of registered vehicles more than doubled from 602,000 in 1955 to
1,542,000 in 1965.9 The three-fold increase in employment of autoworkers from 11,600
in 1959 to 34,60010, while significant, did not measure up to the increase in production
due to increasingly productive operations and economies of scale in manufacturing.

ISI Labor Union Relations with Automotive Corporations
Since the 1950s, Argentine labor unions were part of a highly politicized "tripartite"
arrangement of the state, companies, and unions. As a result, unions had oligopolistic
relationships with most industries, permitting single collective bargaining agreements to
impact employment and working conditions over a broad range of activities across an

8Jack Baranson, Automotive Industries in Developing Countries (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969). pp. 44.
9 Ibid. pp. 45.
10

Ibid. pp.46.
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entire industry. These proto-Taylorist workshop-based industries focused primarily on
control and discipline of the workforce, not on the means to increase technical ability or
organizational efficiency of their trades." Early automotive plants
... were far from having the scale and work organization of the plants installed in more
developed countries. In manufacturing technology, the local plants were less automated
and had a wider production mix. They were forced to recreate, in a local setting, a
significant number of technologies relating to products, processes, and methods that
2
were not available in the country as they were at the companies' headquarters."'

This paradigm of trade-based labor relations changed drastically with the establishment
of large-scale automotive production in the country inthe early 1960s.
Potential influence over national economy and employment permitted automotive MNCs
to adopt a labor relations model that deviated significantly from the trade-based
"tripartite" paradigm. Automotive MNCs established Ford models of organized
production and attempted to establish company-focused labor unions. Localization of
unions allowed for focus diffusion of technical skills and organization processes, and
stronger socialization among member-workers.

Late ISI Consolidation of MNC Activity
1967 saw the beginnings of a consolidation of the Argentine automotive industry driven
by the need to achieve a sustainable economy of scale in production. MNC urgency to
lower production costs was further hastened by a government increase in excise taxes
on automobile sales in 1966. Since there was an oversaturation of manufacturers for the
market demand, several of the larger MNCs expanded their market base through a
series of acquisitions:
- 1965 - Industrias Kaiser Argentina purchased Siam di Tella.
-

1965 - Chrysler purchased DKW.

Ana Maria Catalano and Marta S. Novick, "The Argentine Automotive Industry: Redefining Production Strategies,
Markets, and Labor Relations," John P.Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile
Industry (London: M.E. Sharpe, 1998). pp. 32.
1 Ibid. pp. 31.
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-

1967 - Renault purchased a majority interest in Industrias Kaiser Argentina.
1967 - Renault divested IKA's axle manufacturing subsidiary to Ford Argentina.

By the end of the decade, only nine automotive producers remained in the country.
Difficulties also existed among component and parts suppliers. Each MNC subsidiary
insisted on dedicated suppliers. These suppliers in-turn typically sub-contracted to
smaller manufacturers that operated out of garage-shops. The automotive parts industry
was oversaturated with small-scale manufacturers with limited technical capability,
resulting in insufficient quality in electrical components, forgings, and castings.13
The Argentine government enacted Law 19,135 / 1974 and Law 19,231 / 1974 to
address issues of technology transfer and licensing from automotive MNCs to facilitate
increased transfers of technology to domestic industries. Law 19,135 / 1974 on
reconversion of the automobile industry mandated the presentation of contracts related
to technology imports and only permitted those technologies that did not impose license
restrictions that forced domestic licensee business activities, product acquisitions,
domestic product exports, free innovation transfers to the licensor, market price
restrictions, or tied royalties.' 4 Law 19,231 / 1974, enacted shortly thereafter,
established the Registro Nacional de Contractos de Licencia y Transferencia de
Tecnologia, making mandatory the review of contracts involving different forms of
technology transfer in licensure for compliance to Argentine law' 5 , essentially mandating
the enforcement of the policy of Law 19,135 / 1974.

Jack Baranson, Automotive Industries in Developing Countries (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969). pp.
48.
1 Jose-Maria Dagnino Pastore, "Multinational Corporations and Transfer of Technology: The Case of Argentina,"
Dimitri Germidis, Transfer of Technology by Multinational Corporations and Absorptive Capacity of the Developing
Countries: A Synthesis. Vol. 1 (Paris: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1977) 161-191.
pp. 163.
15 Ibid. pp.
163.
1
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The protected Argentinean automotive industry had reached a critical tipping point by
the 1970s. The completely protected automotive industry was developing an
increasingly chronic misbalance of payments that was draining the national economy of
capital. The recent legislature enacted in 1974 to promote technology transfer that
would broad industry impacts was insufficient to resolve the lack of efficiency in
production and substandard product quality compared to the international standards of
the time.

Abandonment of ISI, Market Liberalization, and Resulting Technology Transfer
The misbalance of international payments resulting from the business dynamics of an
ISI protected national automotive industry was a contributing factor to the discontent
that led to the military coup d'6tat of the government in 1976. The incoming military
government began an opening up of the Argentine automotive economy to international
markets. Prohibition on motor vehicle imports was lifted but imposed a 95% and 65%
fixed tariff on automobiles and utility vehicles, respectively. These tariffs were later
progressively lowered to 55% and 45%, respectfully, between 1979 and 1982.16
The liberalization of the automotive market led to a modernization of end-user
expectations and the technology and processes of the domestic automotive sector. New
automobile models were imported into the market, increasing user expectations, placing
pressure on competing automobile MNCs to modernize to retain customers. These
modernizations took three primary forms:
1. Innovations in the development of new local automotive designs to compete with
modernized imported vehicles.
2. Development and adoption of new processes, that enhanced material economy
and labor productivity

Ana Maria Catalano and Marta S.Novick, "The Argentine Automotive Industry: Redefining Production Strategies,
Markets, and Labor Relations," John P.Tuman and John T. Morris, Transforming the Latin American Automobile
Industry (London: M.E. Sharpe, 1998). pp. 34.
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3. Implementation of various company-wide worker participation and quality
programs

Regionalization of Automobile MNC During the 1990s and 2000s
By the 1990s, the earliest efforts were made at the regional integration of the
automotive manufacturing operations between the two leading nations, Argentina and
Brazil. This partnership began with the 1990 signing of the Economic Complementation
Agreement establishing tariff-free trade in automotive products between both nations.
This trade arrangement was further expanded and reinforced by the establishment from
1994 of the MERCOSUR free trade region among the countries of Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay, Paraguay, and Venezuela.
Figure 15 - Argentina Total Motor Vehicle Production - 1950-2008
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Table 17 - 1990-1996 Argentina/Brazil Automotive Trade
Product

Year

Trade From Brazil to Argentina

Trade From Argentina to Brazil

Value

Share

Value

Share

(US$ millions)

(%)

(US$ millions)

(%)

Cars

1990
1996

16.0
334.1

3.9%
54.0%

1.8
766.1

10.2
95.3

Pa rts

1990

43.9

8.2%

51.1

40.1

1996

534.8

41.0%

273.5

77.2

Source Data: (Humphrey and Memedovic), pp. 14

Table 18 - 2005-2009 Argentina Automotive Producers and Parent MNCs
PERCENT MARKET SHARE
PSA PEUGEOT-CITROEN
GENERAL MOTOR
ARGENTINA SRL
FIAT AUTO ARGENTINA
FORD ARGENTINA
RENAULT ARGENTINA
TOYOTA ARGENTINA
VOLKSWAGEN ARGENTINA

PARENT
COMPANY
Citroen
General
Motors
Fiat
Ford Motor
Company
Renault
Toyota
Volkswagen
Daimler-

NATIONALITY

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

France

20.19%

22.12%

21.51%

22.07%

16.66%

19.51%

16.40%

21.17%

18.74%

15.98%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

4.81%

15.32%

2176%

18.23%

16,15%

14.01%

14.15%

9.65%
14.44%
8.03%

12.15%
14.89%
10.85%

12.20%
12.68%
10.55%

12.28%
10.81%
10.58%

12.76%
1419%
10,14%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.47%

2.54%

United States
Italy
United States
France
Japan
Germany

MERCEDES-BENZ ARGENTINA

Benz

Germany

IVECO ARGENTINA
DAIMLER CHRYSLER
ARENIA
ARGENTINA

Fiat
Daimlerez
Benz

Italy

1.00%

0.79%

0.93%

1.23%

0.26%

emay
Germany

5.43%

4.58%

4.81%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
319,755

0.00%
0.00%
432,101

0.00%
0.00%
544,647

0.00%
0.00%
597,086

0.00%
0.00%
512,924

Sweden
Scania
SCANIA ARGENTINA
N/A
Y EL DETALLE
TOTAL PRODUCTION
Source Data: (Ward's Automotive Group), 2007

By 2009, there appears to be a healthy distribution of 7 automotive MNCs that each
share between 10%-18% of the domestic markets each.
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Table 19 - Argentina Automotive Industry Timeline
YEAR
1916
1925

TYPE
Industry
Industry

1931

Government

1948
1951
1951
1952
1953
1955
1959
1960
1963
1965
1965
1966
1967
1967
1970
1974
1974
1976
1981
1983
1991

Industry
Government
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Government
Government
Industry
Industry
Industry
Government
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Government
Government
Industry
Industry
Government

1993
1994

Industry
Industry

1994
1995

Industry
Industry

2000

Industry

2001

Industry

2002

Industry

2007

Industry

EVENT
Ford Motor Argentina establishes Buenos Aires assembly plant (Jenkins)
General Motors Argentina establishes Buenos Aires assembly plant (Jenkins)
Argentine tariff increased on automotive imports; tariff discounts 30% and additional 15%
on Completely Knocked Down (CKD) and Semi-Knocked Down (SKD) imports, respectively

Ford closes assembly plant due to impact from import restrictions (Jenkins)
Automotive industry incorporated into system of industrial protection (decree 3693/59)
Industrias Aeronduticas y Mec~nicas del Estado (IAME) begins automobile production
Mercedes-Benz begins manufacturing at San Martin factory
Mercedes-Benz begins manufacturing at GonzdIez Catsn factory
Industrias Kaiser Argentina (IKA) begins manufacturing operations in the C6rdoba area
Automotive Decree of March, 1959
Approval given to automotive industry to establish 21 manufacturing plants
Industrias Kaiser Argentina (IKA) builds axle and transmission plants for supply to industry
Industrias Kaiser Argentina (IKA) purchases Siam di Tella
Chrysler purchases DKW
Argentine government increases automobile excise taxes on passenger cars
Renault acquires majority interest in Industrias Kaiser Argentina (IKA)
Ford purchases Transax, axle manufacturing subsidiary of Industria Kaiser Argentina (IKA)
Argentine automotive industry includes 9 manufacturing plants
Argentine automotive industry employs 57,400 workers
Law 19,135/1974 on reconversion of the automotive industry is passed
Military coup d'etat in Argentina
Ford introduces "quality circles"
Argentine automotive industry employs 23,260 workers producing 150,000 units
MERCOSUR trade region formed
Mercedes-Benz decides to refurbish Gonzelez Catsn factory into a high-technology center
for buses and utility vehicles
General Motors establishes pick-up truck manufacturing plant in C6rdoba (Catalano/Novick)
Argentine automotive industry employs 23,260 workers producing 400,000 units
(Catalano/Novick)
General Motors begins construction of new automobile plant in Santa Fe (Catalano/Novick)
Daimler-Benz Argentina and Chrysler merge into DaimlerChrysler Argentina (Mercedes-Benz
Website)
DaimierChrysler begins export to Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand (Mercedes-Benz
Website)
DaimierChrysler signs contract with SACEIF Louis Dreyfus y Cia. Ltda. To accept payment for
vehicles in the form of cereals and grains (Mercedes-Benz Website)
DaimierChrysler Argentina divests itself of Chrysler and renames itself Mercedes-Benz
Argentina (Mercedes-Benz Argentina Website)

Sources: (Baranson), (Catalano and Novick), (Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America), (Jenkins, The
Rise and Fall of the Argentine Motor Vehicle Industry)
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APPENDIX 2 - HISTORY OF AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY MNC ACTIVITY IN BRAZIL
Early Automotive Industry Activity in Brazil

As in Argentina a decade earlier, Ford Motor Company's foreign subsidiary, Ford Motor
de Brazil, was a leader in the market by being the first automotive MNC to begin
domestic assembly operations when they built their S~o Paulo factories in 1925, 1926
and 1927.1 General Motors and International Harvester set up plants later in the 1920s.
These plants were also focused solely on final assembly of vehicles from imported
components in completely knocked down (CKD) packages.
The new automotive industry became stagnant in Brazil due to the economic difficulties
of the Great Depression in the United States during the 1930s. New vehicle stocks in
Brazil fell from 250,000 vehicles in 1930 to 160,000 in 1940. Available new vehicle
stocks in Brazil were finally depleted in the 1940s due to American MNC focus on
wartime production.
A growing domestic demand for replacement automobile components to maintain the
current stock of operating vehicles arose due to the unavailability of original parts from
the United States. During the 1940s, the number of Brazilian automotive parts
manufacturing firms had increased from 5 firms in 1941 to 100 firms in 1950.

Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI)

The reestablishment of peacetime supply chain operations in the late 1940s and the
later breakdown of the traditional division of the world market between American and
European automotive MNCs, threatened to hinder Brazil's burgeoning domestically
manufactured automobile parts sector. Additionally, the increasing imports of vehicles,

I Rhys Owen Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1977). pp. 48.
2 Kenneth

S.Mercle, "The Brazilian Motor Vehicle Industry," Rich Kronish and Kenneth S. Mericle, The Political
Economy of the Latin American Motor Vehicle Industry (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1984). pp. 4.
3 Ibid. pp. 5.
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averaging $114.3M each year between 1946 and 1952, combined with the collapse of
coffee world commodity prices at the end of the Korean war, threatened to adversely
affect the Brazilian balance-of-payments with its developed trading partners.
Recognizing these critical threats, and in continued discussions with representatives of
major automobile MNCs, the Brazilian government passed a series of acts in 1953 as a
protective measure for its domestic parts industry. Aviso 228 prohibited the importation
of 104 parts that were already domestically manufactured while Aviso 311 prohibited the
importation of non-essential vehicles.4 The government provided exemptions from
duties for machinery and equipment imported to establish domestic manufacturing
plants.

Table 20 - Brazil GEIA Automotive Minimum Local Content Requirements
1959
1958
1957
1956
75%-85%
40%-60% 65%-75%
35%-55%
Percent Weight (Min. - Max.)
Source Data: (Jenkins, Dependent Industrialization in Latin America), pp. 53

1960
90%-95%

1961
95%-99%

The Automotive Industry Executive Group (GEIA) permitted eleven MNCs to establish
manufacturing operations within the country. As seen in Argentina, the high level of
fragmentation of such a relatively small market led to a relative stagnation of the
industry after 1962, as can be seen in the production figures in Table 21. This
stagnation and inability to reach economies of scale was reflected in a 40 to 50 percent
level of unutilized capacity in the industry. The level of imbalance in the industry is
demonstrated by the fact that in 1965:
"the eleven terminal sector firms produced eighty-eight models in a combined
production run of 185,173 units, which represented bout 50 percent capacity
utilization. The average domestic content by weight of these vehicles was 98
percent. A vehicle that cost approximately $1,660 to manufacture in Detroit cost
5
$3,000 in Brazil."

4 Ibid.

pp. 4.
s Ibid. pp. 9.
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Table 21 - Brazil Automotive Production - 1957 to 1966
1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

S1963

1964

1965

1966

Fabrica Nacional
De Motores

3,200

3,875

2,079

2,963

2,678

1,264

1,673

1,373

1,973

1,990

Ford Motor

6,240

10,708

17,238

19,092

14,031

21,712

12,963

12,074

11,741

14,021

General Motors
International
Harvester
Maguinas

4,741

9,348

17,164

18,176

13,689

19,980

12,173

13,863

10,981

15,951

0

475

833

1,207

1,024

1,281

402

587

615

0

Mercedes-Benz
Scania-Vabis /
Saab-Scania
Simca

5,502

10,973

9,821

9,714

6,999

8,937

5,699

6,249

6,858

11,435

0

0

0

304

489

815

1,010

728

800

1,073

0

0

1,264

3,633

5,901

6,904

9,549

10,888

7,136

5,287

Toyota

0

0

295

5

627

1,510

2,237

961

900

Vemag

1,356

5,234

6,694

10,313

10,919

15,466

14,125

12,705

15,240

14,815

Volkswagon

370

4,818

16,837

28,358

47,340

52,752

58,658

66,418

75,031

91,122

Willys Overland

9,291

15,698

23,824

39,023

42,599

61,319

56,459

55,923

53,819

63,980

191,057

174,221

183,045

185,155

220,574

-489

PRODUCTION
30,700 61,129 96,243 133,078 145,674
Source Data: (Automobile Manufacturers Association), 1966.

Late ISI Military Government Reforms and Accelerated Industry Growth
The stagnation in the automobile industry, an industry that the Brazilian government
viewed as a crucial vehicle to gain competitiveness, helped to foster a military coup-deetat in April 1964.6 The military government, among other reforms, instituted policies to
severely restrict the liberties of workers. These policies resulted in an average real value
of the minimum'wage that had dropped by 28.5% compared to pre coup levels.7
The government implemented several other measures to increase demand for vehicles
and allow excess industry capacity to be effectively used. The top 10 percent of income
earners increased their share of total national income from 39.7 to 47.8 percent.8
Brazilian domestic capital investment in the industry divested itself of production and

6

Ibid. pp. 7.

8

Ibid. pp. 11.
Ibid. pp. 17.
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focused solely in automotive parts. Consumer credit was made available to facilitate
purchase of vehicles. This concentrated the vehicle purchase to the upper and highmiddle classes while leaving the working class disenfranchised.

Table 22 - Brazil Automotive Production - 1970 to 1978
1970

1971

1972

Fabrica Nacional De
Motores

2,852

2,824

2,526

2,406

7,240

8,494

9,597

Ford Motor

76,129

95,407

118,705

147,986

175,886

170,371

General Motors

70,308

83,297

104,479

140,550

182,319

Mercedes-Benz
Scania-Vabis / SaabScania

17,695

19,850

26,272

32,564

37,546

993

1,115

1,530

1,902

Toyota

593

509

588

645

233,011

294,949

336,333

365,472

Volkswagon
Fiat Automobile S.A.

1973

1977

1978

171,931

130,197

156,727

173,948

181,144

153,836

194,736

43,600

48,817

52,957

58,776

2,550

3,518

4,571

4,534

3,748

639

895

1,498

2,695

3,669

419,232

502,580

529,636

472,192

518,603

8,350

65,052

97,302

12,911

8,292

1974

1975

_

1976

Fiat Diesel

Chrysler Corporation

13,861

17,757

18,043

lanor
Puma Veiculos &
Motores

394

135

24

204

324

485

36,841

769

Cummins

416,040

516,167

729,135

608,985

31,526

24,472

27,831

21,970

16,954

1,139

1,576

1,912

2,898

3,390

402

351

182

858,479

929,805

985,469

919,242

1,062,197

TOTAL PRODUCTION
Source Data: (Ward's Automotive Group), Various Years.

Income concentration and market demand policies did accelerate production growth,
over doubling total industry production capacity in the span of eight years, as shown in
Table 22. This industry growth was a direct result of a symbiotic relationship among
military government leaders, upper and upper-middle class citizens, and MNCs.
Government leaders would institute repressive policies against labor, fueling
unhampered accelerated industry growth. This, in turn, would lead to greater economies
of scale, resulting in lowered automobile prices for the upper classes and increased
profits for the MNCs. In response, both would continue their active support for the
regime. Domestic ownership of capital in these industries, however, continued to
decline. The MNCs dominated ownership of most assets across many industrial
sectors.
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Breakdown of ISI, Recession, and Restructure of Union / Industry Relations

The precipitous outflow of payments from the Brazilian government to assist in
subsidizing its industrialization could not be maintained indefinitely. Industry production
began to decelerate. Over ten years of repression of union activity also began to revisit
the government and industry. By the late 1970's, there was a sharp increase in militant
union activity in the region around S~o Paulo, the national hub of automotive MNC
activity at the time. In 1981, like its neighbor, Argentina, entered a recession. The
industry was forced to correct itself due to its lack of efficiency from government
subsidies and an unequal balance of payments.
During the 1980s, labor activity increased and became a significant stakeholder in the
industry. Factory committees were established at several automotive manufacturing
plants. Tensions arose as employment dropped during the decade as a result of the
domestic industry correcting itself for internal inefficiencies. Brazil was faced by the
question of how to foster additional employment and production without instituting a
protected national industry.
Regionalization of Automobile MNC During the 1990s and 2000s

As the most industrialized signatory member of the MERCOSUR, Brazil commands a
significant draw of foreign investment, manufacture, trade, and most importantly for
future national competitiveness, efforts in design and process innovation. While the
future seems bright for industry, Brazil still faces paradoxes between its industrial
growth and the purchasing power of its population. Additionally, it faces the dilemma of
accelerating resource depletion and pollution that must be controlled without hampering
industry significantly, its current source of growth.
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Figure 16 - Brazil Total Motor Vehicle Production - 1950-2008
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Source Data: (Automobile Manufacturers Association), Various Years

Table 23 - Brazil Automotive Industry Timeline
YEAR
1925,1926,1927
1920s

TYPE
Industry
Industry

1953

EVENT
Ford establishes assembly plants in Brazil
Ford and General Motors begin producing "knocked-down" kits in Sao Paulo
Aviso 228 and Aviso 311 passed to protect automotive parts and assembly

Government

industries, respectively

1956

Government

Brazilian Government establishes the Automotive Industry Executive Group
(GEIA)

GEIA mandates 90%-95% local components by weight in automobile manufacture
Military coup-de'-&at in Brazil
Fiat begins Brazilian plant operations in Betim
Volvo begins Brazilian plant operations in Curitiba
Increased trade union activity in Sio Paulo industrial region, such as ABC
Labor
Late 1970s
Metalworkers Trade Union
Brazilian Automotive Industry output exceeds 1 million vehicles
Industry
1980
Beginning of recession in Brazil
Industry
1981
Factory committee established in Ford
Labor
1983
Factory committees established in Volkswagen, Saab-Scania, and Mercedes-Benz
Labor
1980s
Government Ratification of Treaty of Asunci6n
1991
Government Signing of Protocol of Ouro Preto
1994
Sources: (Mercle), (Catalano and Novick), (Fleury and Salerno)
1960
1964
1973
1978

Government
Government
Industry
Industry
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APPENDIX 3 - SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2009 Automotive MNC Presence and Production Data
Table 24 - Argentina Automotive Producers and Parent MNCs - 2009
Manufacturer

MNC Nationality

Plant Site

Production

Products

Fiat

Italy

-

78,573

-

Mercedes-Benz
Ford Motor
General Motors
Iveco

United States
United States
United States
Italy

Gonzalez Catan
Pacheco
Rosario
Ferreira

13,021
72,554
81,971
1,311

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
Ford Focus, Ranger
Chevrolet Corsa; Suzuki Grand Vitara
Iveco medium and heavy-duty trucks
Citrogen Berlingo; Peugeot 206, 307 hatch
back/sedan, Partner
Renault Clio 11,Kangroo, Megane I
Scania medium and heavy-duty trucks
Toyota Fortuner, Hilux
Volkswagen Caddy, Gol, Polo, Suran

Buenos Aires
85,445
65,470
Isabel
Santa
France
Renault
0
Tucuman
Sweden
Scania Latin America
62,545
Zarate City
Japan
Toyota Motor
52,034
Pacheco
Germany
Volkswagen
Source Data: ADEFA and (Ward's Automotive Group), 2007, pp. 263-267.
PSA Peugeot Citrogen

France
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Table 25 - Mexico Automotive Producers and Parent MNCs - 2009

Manufacturer

MNC Nationality

Plant Site

Production

Blue Diamond Truck

United States

Escobedo 2

-

DaimlerChrysler

United States

Saltillo

DaimlerChrysler

United States

DaimlerChrysler
Ford Motor
Ford Motor
General Motors

United States
United States
United States
United States

Santiago
Tianquistenco
Toluca
Cuautitlan
Hermosillo
Ramos Arizpe

General Motors

United States

Silao

-

General Motors
Honda
International Truck
and Engine

United States
Japan
United States

Toluca
El Salto
Escobedo 1

-

Nissan

Japan

Aguascalientes

-

Paccar
Scania
Toyota Motor

United States
Sweden
Japan

Mexicali
San Luis Potosi
Tijuana

-

Volkswagen

Germany

Puebla

Products
Ford Medium-duty trucks; International
medium-duty trucks

-

-

Dodge Ram Pickup
Freightliner medium and heavy-duty
trucks
Chrysler PT Cruiser/Conv.
Ford F-series, Ikon
Ford Fusion; Lincoln MKZ; Mercury Milan
Chevrolet HHR; Joy/Swing, Monza
Cadillac Escalade EXT; Chevrolet
Avalanche, Silverado, Suburban; GMC
Yukon XL

I__

Volvo Truck
Sweden
Mexico City
Source Data: ADEFA and (Ward's Automotive Group), 2007, pp. 263-267.
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Chevrolet Kodiak, Silverado
Honda Accord
International medium and heavy-duty
trucks, buses
Nissan Platina, Sentra, Tiida (Versa);
Renault Clio
Kenworth medium and heavy-duty trucks
Scania trucks and buses
Toyota Tacoma
Volkswagen Beetle/Cabrio, Bora, Jetta,
Imedium and heavy-duty trucks

Volvo heavy-duty trucks and buses

Table 26 - Brazil Automotive Producers and Parent MNCs - 2009

Manufacturer
Agrale
DaimlerChrysler

MNC Nationality
Brazil
United States

DaimlerChrysler

United States

__________Campo

Plant Site
Plant 2
Juiz de Fora
Sao Bernardo do

Production
-

Cmotuk

Products
Trucks and Buses
Mercedes-Benz CClass
Buses; light, medium and heavy-duty
trucks

736,620

Fiat Automoveis SA

Italy

Betim

Ford Motor

United States

Ford Motor

United States

General Motors

United States

Bahia
Sao Bernardo do
Campo / Sao
Bernardo Assembly
Gravatai

General Motors

United

General Motors
Honda
MWM International

Fiat Doblo, Fiorino, Idea,
Marea/Weekend, Mille,
Palio/Weekend, Siena, Stilo, Strada
pickup

States

347,519

598,773

United States
Japan
United States

Sao Caetano do Sul
Sao Jose dos
Campos
Sumare
Canoas

Iveco

Italy

Sete Lagoas

10,906

Karmann-Ghia
MMC Automotores

Germany
Japan

Ipiranga
Goias

PSA Peugeot Citrogen

France

Porto Real

132,122
296

-

Sao Bernardo do

Scania Latin America
ScaniaLatinAmenca

_Campo

Toyota Motor

Japan

Ford Courier, F-Series, Fiesta, Ka,
medium and heavy-duty trucks
Chevrolet Celta
Chevrolet Astra, Classic, Corsa,
Vectra
Chevrolet Blazer, Corsa, Meriva,
Montana, S-10 pickup, Zafira
Honda Civic; Fit
Navistar heavy-duty trucks
Fiat Ducato; Iveco Daily, medium and
heavy-duty trucks; Peugeot Boxer;
Iveco bus chassis, light, medium and
heavy-duty trucks
Land Rover Defender
Mitsubishi L200, Pajaro iO
Citrogen C3, Xsara Picasso,; Peugeot
206/SW
Nissan Frontier, Xterra; Renault Clio
II, Master II, Megane 1I,Scenic I
Scania medium and heavy-duty
trucks

Indaiatuba

Volkswagen
Germany
Anchieta
Curitiba
Sweden
Volvo Truck
Source Data: and (Ward's Automotive Group), 2007, pp. 263-267.
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-

-Santana,
-

Toyota Corolla, Fielder
Volkswagen Gol, Fox, Polo/Classic,
Saveiro, Transporter (T2)
Volvo heavy-duty trucks and buses

Table 27 - Mexico Potentially Polluting Economic Activity (Abridged) - 1998 and 2003
Activity Economic units
Economic Aciiypersons

Total employed

Gross total

Intermediate consumption

Gross Value Added Census

1998

2003

1998

2003

1998

2003

1998

2003

1998

2003

Grand Total

21,845

16,127

1,200,836

1,293,999

947,577,486

1,530,705,960

671,930,186

1,039,023,280

275,647,300

491,682,680

Auto % of Total

7.21%

8.43%

33.81%

37.99%

30.75%

31.57%

31.46%

31.38%

29.02%

31.96%

Auto Total
Engines, turbines
and transmissions

1,574

1,359

405,954

491,617

291,407,538

483,176,881

211,407,592

326,025,583

79,999,946

157,151,298

66

55

4,010

7,606

1,944,435

7,875,885

1,464,471

5,008,675

479,964

2,867,210

Cars & trucks

23

14

34,738

33,620

130,711,505

210,136,406

101,520,393

153,084,109

29,191,112

57,052,297

Trucks & tractors

24

16

15,813

10,447

56,633,824

52,148,581

47,335,885

48,088,312

9,297,939

4,060,269

106

60

28,170

28,744

25,808,423

42,199,439

16,598,154

28,760,251

9,210,269

13,439,188

333

289

192,448

233,543

24,621,801

72,608,531

12,255,884

31,470,620

12,365,917

41,137,911

159

82

14,753

11,840

8,104,283

10,372,269

5,491,288

6,702,621

2,612,995

3,669,648

156
59

94
98

11,187
8,102

9,721
10,754

4,429,144

6,469,517

3,011,839

4,292,879

1,417,305

2,176,638

7,332,688

16,355,382

3,789,943

11,968,827

3,542,745

4,386,555

144
176
317

74
201
369

43,396
11,884
40,561

60,937
10,654

5,866,415
3,449,496

13,483,255
8,153,490

2,958,163
2,398,920

5,484,195
5,036,807

2,908,252
1,050,576

7,999,060
3,116,683

72,919

22,297,077

42,975,979

14,466,648

25,890,901

7,830,429

17,085,078

Gasoline & vehicle
parts
Electrical /
electronic eqmt.
Steering &
suspension
Brake systems
Transmission
systems

Seats
Stamped metal
Other parts for
motor vehiclesIIIII

Motorcycles
11
7
892
832
208,447
398,147
116,004
237,386
92,443
160,761
Source: Mexico Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Geografia, "Selected economic characteristics of potentially polluting manufacturing by kind of economic
activity, 1998 and 2003", http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/espanol/soc/sis/sisept/defaut.aspx?t=mamb36&s=est&c=8545
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Table 28 - Mexico Large Manufacturing Firm Improvements in Work Processes - 2004
Sector of Economic Activity

Total
Firms

Workers in
Technologies
and Processes

Reorganization
of Work
Systems

Products and
Services to
Customers

With Full-Time
Operations
Management
Staff

Petroleum and Coal
Basic Metals
Textiles
Electrical Generation Equipment and

110
376
393
453

78
227
160
337

71
208
158

75
245
217

66
204
128

Investing to
Substitute
icensed
Products
Processes
17
29
11

338

369

306

43

Training

Implementing

Adapting

Unable to
Implement
Projects due
to Lack of
Funds
39
131
75
140

Tools

133
229
27
360
291
287
506
Paper
106
117
12
236
168
175
508
Timber
118
19
225
270
332
283
519
Textile Materials
151
44
271
362
341
324
539
Beverages
45
123
442
366
407
551
417
Computer and Electronics
171
26
456
236
363
375
638
Printing
216
51
342
480
397
666
411
Machinery and Equipment
37
219
295
538
401
747
381
Leather, Fur, and Artificial Material
243
287
27
556
400
410
785
Funiture
112
232
739
571
OOO
65
650
Transport Equipment
261
36
374
629
492
1,062
499
Other Industries
429
174
906
719
830
853
1,163
Chemical industry
151
287
812
524
620
1,297
705
Non-Metallic Mineral Products
425
79
1,005
720
855
1,387
889
Plastics and Rubber
419
65
649
1,001
794
814
1,483
Fabricated Metals
375
73
786
1,244
970
999
1,888
Clothing
850
230
1,117
1,910
1,483
1,510
3,330
Food
5,143
1,308
8,532
12,914
10,539
19,266
10,771
NATIONAL TOTAL
Survey based on large establishments, meeting at least one of the following characteristics: greater than 50 employees, amount of income is significant
(income greater than 1.5 million pesos), establishment is part of a national company or are maquila establishments, or apply innovation and research in the
manufacturing sector.
INEGI, Innovation and research module of the 2004 Economic Census
http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/espanol/soc/sis/sisept/default.aspx?t=apinll&s=est&c=14186
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Figure 17 - Mexican Firms Training Workers in Technologies and Processes
NATIONAL TOTAL
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Calculated from Source Data:
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employees, amount of income is significant (income greater than 1.5 million pesos), establishment is part of a
national company or are maquila establishments, or apply innovation and research in the manufacturing sector.
INEGI, Innovation and research module of the 2004 Economic Census
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http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/espanol/soc/sis/sisept/default.aspx?t=apin11&s=est&c=
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Figure 18 - Mexican Firms Implementing Reorganization of Work Systems
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Figure 19 - Mexican Firms Adapting Products and Services to Customer Needs
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Figure 20 - Mexican Firms With Full-Time Operations Management Staff
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Figure 21 - Mexican Firms Investing to Substitute Licensed Products/Processes
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Figure 22 - Mexican Firms Unable to Implement Projects due to Lack of Funds
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